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I I PRE?HSES AND FACTORS* 

.-
P1·emises 

Current hostility between the US and the People's 
Republic of China (PRC) stems from a number of causes 
including US support for the Republic of China (GRC) and 
commitment to defend Taiwan, the Kori~n War, an array of 
conflicting ideological premises and ~ational .objectives, 
including Pckin~'s cndor~ement of armed revolutions; and US 
defense commitments in Asia. Although China face~ serio~s 
problems in n~tional economic development, it will continue 
to be ruled by a Communist government and will gradually 
become stronger militarily, possibly acquiring a substantial 
stockpile of nuclear weapons and long-range miss~les within. 
the next fifteen years. Peking's policies toward the United 
States may moderate somewhat under a post-Mao leadership, 
but Chinese efforts to assert their influence in Asia will. 
result in rivalry with the US regardless of the nature of 
the Peking regime. Whatever the PRC's actual intentions and 
capabilities, most other Asians are uneasy about mainland 
China's long-range objectives in the area, and this concern 
,is reinforced by China's encouragement of revolutionary move-
ments in Southeast Asia and elsewhere.· As China's power 
gro\\'s, there w i 11 be an increasing tendency on the part of · 
other states to recognize the PRC.as representing "China", 
even at the expense of the GRC. 

Chinese Obje~tives and Capabilities 
I • 

The present Peking regime wants other Asian states to 
accommodate their policies to those of the PRC and eventually 
model their societies ~nd governments on that of·communist 
China. Peking wants to be treated as a major world power 

_____ .and as the prima-ry source of revolutionary ideological leader
ship, and to gain control of Taiwan. China has P!ovidcd a 
limited input of funds and training for insurgencies around 
its border and given selective economic assistance to govcrn
ruents whose attitudes it seeks to influence. It has also, 
engaged in similar activity in other LDC's, especially in 
Africa. Thus far these efforts have met with little success. . . 

Peking has the ability to launch a major armed attack 
against any of its immediate n~ighbors, but we have no evidence 
of PRC intent to expand its borders or pursue its objectives 

* For a fuller discussion of premises and factors involved in 
US China policy, see Tab A • 
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hy •trmcd conquc.!'t, except possibly for Taiwan. Pckinf~ thus 
far has notuscd its limited nuclear weapons cnpahility 
directly to threaten other Asian states. 

The PRC's ability to attain its objectives is limited; 
by 1) severe economic problems, particularly in agricl!l tur·~; 
2) political confusion internally an~ ineptness externally 
imposed by Maoist ideology; and 3) a "military capability 

~ geared largely to defensive operations by its huge land army 
and constrained by increasing domestic rcsponsiblity for the 
armed forces. · 

There is substantial agreement that those aspects of 
Chinese policy that,adversely affect US interests are unlikely 
to change over the short run and that, in the long run, no 
matter how Chinese policy may evolve, US and Chinese interests 
will remain in conflict in substantial respects. However,. 
over the next five to ten years, depending in part on when 
Nao dies, certain changes are possible. These arc presented· 
below in the form of two contrasting alternatives. It is 
recognized that neither alternative is likely to emerge in 
toto as described~ What is more likely is an evolution "fYing 
tic tween the two extrentcs, probably incorporating e 1 emcn ts of 
each scenario. 

1. In one possible evolution, the Chinese could.movc 
towards'a policy of more aggressive action. This could involve: 

a. increasing their support for ins~rgency move
~ents in Asia and elsewhere; 

b. employing direct nuclear threats; 

c. employing the threat of co~ventional military 
action, particularly against Asian neighbors; 

. d. launching military operations against the Off
·shore Islands a~d/or Taiwan, or against the Soviet Union. 

2. We believe, hm.,ever, ~hat it is· more likely that China'~ 
policy ultimately will moderate, 'given an international climate 

- conducive to moderation. Domestic economic pressures and the 
emergence of a more pragmatic leadership in Peking to cop~ with 
these pressures would contribute to such an evolution. This 
could involve; 

a. seeking improved relations with. the US and/or 
Japan, in p3rt as a counter-balance to Soviet pressures; 

. \ 

b. reducing their concrete support for revolutionary 
movements; 

• 
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c. seeking increased contact= with the nations of 
Asia and membership in internatiorial organizations; 

d. developing an interest in measures to control 
the nuclear arms race. 

A question can legitimately be posed as to whether or not 
it is in US interests for Peking to become more engaged in the 
international scene. If Peking should ~hoose to pursue ~more 
pragmatic and moderate foreign policy, pressures by the rations 
of Asia for accommodating Peking •nd for accepting the P~C . 

\ into international organizations would build rapidly. Peking's 
emergence from its self-imposed isolation would thus pose new 
challenges for US policy in Asia ~nd ~ould probably result in 
·certain short-term losses to ourselves and our allies. Over 
the long tcr·m, hO\'o'cver, evolution of Peking's policies to\~anl 
moderation would offer the prospect of increased stability in 
East Asia. Since it does not lie within the United States' 
power to prevent Peking from breaking out of its isolation, the 
issue posed for the US is whether this evolc~ion will take place 
in spite of US resistance or whether the US will be seen as 
willing to accept and live with Peking's entry into the inter-

J

ational community and do what it can to take advantage of the 
. hange. US failure ti adjust its policies to accord with the 

hanged environment would strengthen the "impression of US · 
nflexibility and lend credit.to Peking's rationale for continued 

~ostility toHards the US. . , · 
I 

The GRC and Taiwan 

The Taiwan issue, including US support for the GRC, is 
a pri~ary obstacle to an improvement in US/PRC relations. 
Peking seeks not only the removal of the US military presence 

····-from the. Strait area and Taiwan, but also US acceptance of its 
claim that Taiwan' is an internal matter. Taiwan has occupied 
an important position in US strategic planning. We are committee 
by tr~ady, howe~er, only to the defense of Taiwan and the Pesca
dores. ~~ile US poljcies over the years have created certain 
constraints on our actions, the US has made no commitments to 
the GRC that would require its .consent to a change in our relatic 

-with the PRC. The GRC's insisterlce that it is the legal govern
ment of all of China of which it claims Tai\van is a part lies 
at the heart of the mainlander-dominated political structure 
on Taiwan. The Taiwanese population of the ·island is resentful 
of· mainlander domination but undoubtedly prefers the GRC to 
the PRC. They probably hope that Taiwan will remain separate 
from the mainland and looking primarily to the US to maintain 
this separation. l\'hile Chiang Kai-shek is in control, the GRC 
will adhere firmly to its claim to be the only rightful governm~r 
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of China. It may, hm.,rever, tacitly accommodate to US 
policies and actions which take into account the fact of 

'Peking's control over the mainlana, and to a limited extent 
/ha~ already done so. 
1 Relationship of North Viet-Nam and North Korea to Chinese 

Interests· 

Although North Viet-Nam and Ncirth Korea pursue iargcly 
independent policies, sometimes in conflict.with those of 
the PRC, Peking has a major national security interest in 
their continued existence and would almost certainly inter~ 
vene militarily if the communist regime of either. country 
were seriously threaten~d. 

Japan and the Soviei Union 

The bi-polar situation that characterized Asia in the 
past is shifting tO\oJard a four-sided relationship <Jmong the 
US, the Soviet UnioP, Japan and Cbmmunist China. The Soviet 
Union has become with the US one of Peking's two. principal. 
antagonists, and Japan's economic strength and growing sense 

I
f nationalism will likely lead it toward an increasingly 
ignificant political ~ole in Asia. Although under present 
ircumstances there is little likelihood"that Peking will · 
Iter its rigid and defiant stance vis-a-vis the US, the USSR, 
nd Japan, a future Chinese leadership may seek, through the 

~anipulation of its relations with these three states, to · 
achieve limited rapprochement with one or more of them. 

. . 

The possible impact of current Sino-Soviet tensions on 
US policy toward the Soviet Union and China wili be discussed 
in detail in NSSM 63. 

US Policy as a Factor Influencing PRC and Third Country 
Attitudes 

. The United States ability to influence the attitude and 
policips of present Chinese leaders is probably very limited, 
aside from the restraining influence of US military power. 
Future Chinese leaders' perspectives may.be altered, however,· 
by considerations of ddmestic political control, by the need 
for economic development and by China's relations with third 
c~untries. US actions to alter what Peking perceives as the 
US "threat" could contribute to this. The impact which US 
actions toward Peking have on third countries depends upon 
the geographic proximity of each state to China. Any improve· 
ment in Sino-US relations will eventually produce pressures 
in ~ost countries on Chin~'s p~riphery for greater accommodation 
with Peking. This.need·not be hostile to US .interests in the 

·I 
' ··-· 
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.long-run if it allows for continuing US political and economic 
relations with these countries even tho~gh at a reduced level 
of intimacy than previously. 

UN Considerations 

The question of China's representa~ion in the United 
Nations is inseparable from the claims of both the PRC and the 
GRC to be the government of all of China and derives its 
importance largely as a reflection of support for those claims. 
Although a substantial number of UN members feel that it is 
a serious defect in the UN system for nearly one quarter of 
the world'.s population not to have a direct spokesman in the 
UN, there is also widespread unwillingness to deny membership 
to the GRC. Both the PRC and the GRC, however, ·strongly 
oppose any two-Chinas arrangements; and under pre~ent circum-· 
stances support in the General Assembly is inadequate for 
adoptio11 of two-Chinas proposals because of opposition b~ 
member states concerned with their bilateral relations with 
Peking or Taipei. • 

The margin of support for our present position in the 
.General Assembly and Security Council is narrow and could be 
jeopardized by developments outside the UN, such as increased 
diplomatic recognition of the PRC. 

SECRE1' 
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III US I~TERESTS AND OBJECTIVES RELATING TO CIIINA 

If there were no conceivable prospect for a change in 
the attitudes of the leaders of the PRC and the policies they 
are currently following except in the direction of greater 
militancy, the choice of options for US policy would be 
meager and bleak. The key considerations might be when, 
not whether, a major Sino-US conflict might take place, how 
.the US should best prepare t6 meet such a challenge, and 
whether or not consideration should be given to preempting 
a Chinese attack. Our objectives under such circumstances 
would focus either on strengthening our own military posture 
and that. of our allies, and on isolating the PRC to the 
extent possible, or on deciding in advance to reduce or 
abrogate US commitments and involvement in all areas in 
which a direct Sino;US conflict might occur. 

. . 
There is little reason to believe, however~ that this 

present level of conflict and antagonism will endure indef
initely. US long-range objectives and interests can, there
fore, plausibly be set in more flexible terms and in the 
direction of the achievement of an improved and more 
relaxed relationship with the PRC. These can be summarized 
as: 

A. To deter"aggression in East Asia and avoid 
a direct US-PRC armed confrontation or conflict, · 
including the outbreak of hostiliti~s in the Taiwan 
Strait area, while pursuing the objectives below. 

B. Topreventalliance between a mainland govern
ment and any other major state directed against the 
US or other friendly state. 

C. To .maintain a balance of influence in East 
Asia which preserves the independence of the states 
of the area and enables them to maintain friendly 
political arid economic relations with other countries,· 
including the US. · 

D. To obtain Chinese acceptance of such a sy~tem 
of independent states and Peking's cooperation with 
other Asian countries in areas of common economic and 
social activity and interest. 

E. To achieve a relaxation of tensions between 
the US and the PRC, including participation of the 
PRC in discussions on measures for arms control and 

SliCRE'f-
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disarmament, and the normalization 6f US political 
and economic relations with the.PRC.* 

8 

.f. To achieve a resolution of the future status 
6£ Taiwan without the use of force and, if possible, 
consistent with the desires of the people on Taiwan.** 

G. To maintain access to Taiwan to the extent 
.· necessary for o~r strategy in meeting our defense 

commitment to the GRC and, as needed, our strategic 
requirements elsewhere, or alternativelr, to maintain 
access to Tah:an to the extent necessary for our 
strategy in meeting our defense commitment to the GRC.*** 

H. So long as Taiwan remains separate 'from the 
nt'a inland, to encourage cent inucd grO\vth of its econoJ;l)y 
and an increasing contribution to regional economic 
development. 

t 0 

i For discussion of major alternative policies and problems 
for the US in improving relations with Peking, see Tab F, 

_ ... -·Diplomatic Contacts and Relations with the PRC. 

~* The relationship between mainlanders and Taiwanese on 
Taiwan and the complex problem that this presents in relation 
to other US objectives makes it desirable at the present time 
to avoid choosing definitively how best to achieve this ~bjcc
tive; by the ultimate political bnification of Taiwan and the 
mainland; the establishment in some way of an independent Taiwa 
state; or the indefinite continuation of the present situation. 
For a discussion of major alternative policies and problems in 
t~is regard, see Tab C, The GRC and Taiwan. 

~~* For discussion of maj6r alternative policies and problems 
for the US in resolving the Taiwan ~uestion,· sec Tab D, Taiwan 
as a US Military Base • 

• 
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IV ·ALTER~ATIVE STRATEGIES 
9 

A. Present Strategy 
• 

Present strategy has assumbd that there is at present 
only a very limited military threat from China. It also 
has assumed that, in the short run, US efforts to reduce 
Chinese hostility toward the US or toward those of its 
~eighbors that are closely aligned with the US will achieve 

. extremely limited result~. 

In the longer run, it hypothesizes a China that ·could · 
be militarily more dangerous to the US but with new leaders 
who could shift the emphasis of Chin~sc policy in a number 
of different ways, including to diminished hostility toward 
the US, and that the US postute may over time be a factor 
in influencing such· change. · 

The strategy has therefore include~ two clements: 
deterrence of any possible direct Chinese threat across its 
borders or to the US, and limited efforts to suggest to th~ 
Chinese the desirability of changing their policies in the 
direction of a· more tolerant View of other s t•a tes ·and of 
the present Horld pqli tical. system. _.Partly because o.f o_ther 

;policy considerations, the first element has been given 
somewhat greater stre~s than the second. 

Under our present strategy the US has continued to 
recogni~e the Government ot the Republic of China as the 
legal government of China and to support it in the inter
n~tional community. However, in bilateral relations, the 
·us ha~ dealt with the PRC as the gove~nment controlling 
the mainland and with the GRC only concerning the territory 
over which it has actual control. 

We have a c6mmitment to the GRC to assist in the defense 
-------of Taiwan and the Pescadores, but we have indicated to both 

the GRC and the PRC that we oppose the usc of force in the 
Taiwan Strait area by either side. We have sought to main
tain access td military bases in Taiwan both for usc in 
meeting US commitments elsewhere in Asia and for general war 
contingencies. 

We-have maintained a ~irtu~lly total embargo on all trade 
and· other financial transactions with Peking and resisted 
effo~ts by other countries to liberalize strategic cont~ols. 

We have tried to avoid a direct US-PRC military confron
tation or conflict while supporting defensive military and 

·counterinsurgency efforts of independent nations on China's 
periphery. 

·'. 

·.~ 

• 
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. We ~ave sought to reduce tension~ promote reconcili
a~lon Wlth th~ PRC, and encourage greater Chinese contact 
w1th the outs~~e world and with the US, through (i) public 
statements, (11) relaxation of controls on travel and 
cultural e~:~anges, and speci!ic offers for greater US-PRC 
conta:: t, (111) our ambas sador1al conversations in Wa rsa\v' 
and (1v) avoidance of provocative mil . .itary actions. We ' 
have not extended this policy to emb~ace UN members~ip. 

. The questions now posed are these: Is such a policy 
ad~quate to deal with the long-term problem of Communist 
Ch1~a? If not, what are the alternatives? 

10 

T~crc are ~wo ~ajor ~ariants to our present strategy 
·by wl11ch US ObJeCtives m1ght be pursued under present circum
stances. Both assume that current Chinese policies can he 
changed but take different approaches to1vard how US pol icy 
can contribute to an acceleration of the change. Neither 
alternative completely excludes aspects of the other but 
each is set forth in a sharply differentiat~d form in order 
to clarify the differences. It is assumed that a third · 
alternative, total US withdrawal from involvement in the 
· sian area ~here US a~d Chinese interests impinge on one. 

nother. would not further the US objectives described in 
ection IV above. 

/ B. Jntrinsified Deterrence and Isolation 

This strategy would be based on calculations that (1) the 
strai~ of repeated policy failures and of growing_ frustration 
over China's isolation would cause a post-Nao leadership to 
reassess China's role in international affairs and alter its 
policies in a manner that would reduce the conflict between 

·-·---the US and Chinese objectives, and that (2) US efforts to 
improve relations with Peking have not succeeded in leading 
China to perceive a need to moderate her policies. To limit 
Peking's success in pursuit of present policies and strengthen 
the credibility of the US commitment to its Asian allies, the 

• 

US could increase its military and economic support of Asian 
countries to demonstrate that ~n~urgencies supported and· 
encouraged by Peking will fail~ ~trengthen US offensive and 
defensive capability to demonstrate to Peking that its develop
ment of advanced weapons will not affect US deterrent capability 
and .strive to convince Peking that it cannot gain acceptance 
into the international community on its present terms. 

Opponents of this approach argue that present deterrent 
capability against China is sufficient and that further attempts 
to isolate Peking may well increase the ptesent d~ngers which 

.SaCR:f"f , 
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·Peking poses. · AccoYding to this vie\v there is no p·rosp~ct 
that China's present form of govcrnmc~t wil~ be changed by· 
force, and it is impossible effectively to 1solate a nation as large as China. · 

C. Reduction of PRC's Isolation and Points of US-PRC Conflict 

; Thi~ strategy would be based on ~ calculation that (1) a 
relaxation of external pressures will· be most likely to cause 
a post-Mao leadership to reassess US attitudes and intentions • 
toward China and China's role in intprnational affairs and 
that (2) present US policy has given too much weight ~o 
deterrence and not enough to steps designed to open up foi 
Peking the possibility of and benefits from greater cooperative 

. involvement in the world. To encourage this reassessment,. 
the US, while maintaining its defense commitments and continu
ing to deter any possible overt Chinese attack against US · 
allies in Asia, could gradually de-emphasize the militarJ 
aspect of our containment of the PRC, unilater~lly reduce or 
eliminate economic and political measures designed to isolate 
Peking, and acquiesce in the PRC's fuller participation in 
the international community .. 

Opponents of this ·approach argue that unilateral US 
"gestures without demanding corresponding conciliatory steps. 
by Peking will be taken as an indication that the PRC's 
present militant appro~ch has been successful and would add 
·to existing frictions with our Asian allies. It is further 
argued that, since there is small likelihood of an early 
change in Peking's attitudes~ China's gteater involycmcnt 
in the world community would simply disrupt present efforts 
toward international cooperation and complicate US relations 
with third countries. · 

·, 

, 

.. .. 
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ALTEHNATIVE STRATEGIES -
12 

• 
There is a wide range of actions that could be ta~cn 

relating to China in the Asian strategic environment u~der 
e~ch of the alte~native strategies in Part IV and differing,-

. With_ some exceptions, from those we are currently following . 
. Key ll!ustrative steps ~n the political, military and 
:economic areas are cons1dered below ~o clarify the diffcTenccs 
in their possible impact~ between the two strategies. D~ter- ' 
mination of ~pecific military steps in particular ~ould ~ave 
to be considered in the context of broader US strategic 
interests in Asia.* It is assumed that we would also take 
actions in the psychological field in support of these 
strategies. 

A. Intensified Deterrence and Isolation 

1. Political. Return to an explicit endorsement of the 
GRC's claim to be the only legitimate government of China, 
renew our efforts to maintain international support for the 
GRC on that basis, and more actively attempt to dissuade 
other governments from recognizing Peking. 

Refrain from· any initia~ive to renew or expanJ 
diplomatic contacts and conversations with Peking and, in 
the event the Chinese request such talks, key the US response 
to a clear indication of change in Peking's position. 

Make emphatically clear that the US objects to any 
form of UN membership for the PRC until it changes. its policies 
holding to thi~ position as long as possible and accepting defe 
rather than adopting a position which risks GRC withdrawal. 

2. Milita~y. Maintain strong forces in South Viet-Nam 
-···--and Korea after the end of the Viet-Nam \'lar; retain bases or 

base rights in Japan, Okinawa, the Philippines and Thailand; 
and seek a formal agreement with the GRC to permit the.develop
ment of permanent US bases on Taiwan. Make clear to the PRC 
that the US will assist in the defense of the Offshore Islands. 

Consider extending US treaty commitments to include 
Malaysia and Singapore. 

* For each illustrative step, there may be several alternative 
representing different degrees of movement from present policy. 
These are considered in the Annexes. 
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Increase the ·fon:ard deployment of strategic and 
tactical nuclear~capable forces and base facilities from 
which to operate such_forces. • 

3. Economic. Exert stronger pressure on our allies 
to restrict trade with China, particularly in items whic~ 
contribute to Peking's industrial development. 

·Advantages 

a. 

. b. 

This politicel policy 

· Eliminates any PRC expectation that the US . 
would weaken its commitment to ~upport th~ GRC . 

. . 
Forces third countries to balance their relations 
with the US against the desirability of clos~r 
·tics with Peking. 

Minimizes the basis for GRC criticism of the 
US if and when Peking is ultimately admitted 
to the UN at the expense of Taipei. 

Continu~s to avoid, for as long as possible, 
the adverse effects that PRC membership would 
have on the functioning of the UN. · 

. Avoids. the image of US weakness in appearing to 
pursue the Chinese despite repeated rebuffs. 

}his military policy 

Emphasizes to US allies and to the PRC that 
PRC aggression will be met .with force. 

Places US forces in the best posture to intervene 
~n 'insurgent situations or to meet overt attack. 

Provides maximum base flexibility if one or more 
of the existing bases arc denied to the US. 

c. This economic policy .. 

. . 

Might make more difficult Peking's future· 
~ acquisition of foreign technology and credit 

that could help its military capability. 

SsGRET 
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Intensifies internal pressures within China 
produced by policy differences over resource 
allocation and over the rate of economic 
growth. 

Disadvantages 

a. This political policr 

Is subject to the limitation that some other 
governments are reluctant to be associated, 
even indirectly, with a hostile policy of. 
increased "isolation" of Peking, and thus would 
discourage some governments from cooperating 
ldth .the US effort to maintain international 
recognition of the GRC. 

Strengthens Taiwanese impatience and disconteni 
with their limited political role, increasing 
chances for political instability in a crisis 
situation. 

Leaves initiative all in Chincise hands, forces 
the US to take a passive "waiting" position in 
the diplomatic arena .. 

If ·Peking takes a "soft line" for 
tactical purposes, domestic and international 
pressure on the US to take some major new move 
to be "responsive" to a .supposed new Chinese 
"conciliatory" posture would pose problems. 

Strengthens domestic arid foreign criticism of 
contined US "isolation" of Peking. 

Jeopardizes support for'the GRC in the General 
Assembly by those countries .favoring the admissi 
bf the PRC_but opposing the GRC's expulsion. 

·b. This military policr 

i . 

• 

Is not required by the current PRC military thrc 

Leads td highest dollar outflow of any altcrnati 

Encourages Asian allies to leave 
the US rather than develop their 
capabi·l·i ties-.-- -
Risks US military involvement in 
might otherwise choose·to avoid. 

.SBCRE'i' 
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Deepens cleavages bet\veen US allies and non
allies. 

• 
Invol!es_high potenti~l political costs in terms 
of fr1ct1ons over base problems with allies. 

Increases the vulnerability of US.forces to 
surpr~se attack. 

Limits US flexibility in determining policy 
toward Taiwan as a consequence of our iricreased 
dependence upon Taiwan in military operation~ 
and strategic planning. · 

c. This economic p'olicy 

Is certain to be strongly resisted or ignored by 
US al J ies and, if the US attempts to apply ·· 
·sanctions to halt trade with China, increases 
political tensions between the US and these 
cou'ntrics. · .:. · · 

Is unlikely to have significant impact on trade 
with the PRC. 

B. Reduction of PRC's Isolation and Points of US-PRC Conflict 

. The.following initiatives represent a series of steps 
designed to reduce points of conflict between our two govern
ments, and would also serve to open options for those moderate 
'elements which may emerge in a post-Mao PRC leadership. 

·This approach is di~ided into short- and 16ng-term steps • 
. It is· assumed that Peking is unlikely in the short term to 
respond to any US gestures. On such a basis, major changes 

···--·in present pol icy en tai 1 risks and some sure cos t.s in the 
pursuit of highly uncertain prospects for improvement in 
relations. There are, however, certain relatively minor and 
low-risk adjustments of policy in the political, military, 
and economic fields which would have the effect of signalling 
to the Chinese and others that the US seeks an improvement 
in relations. The short-term policy changes suggested below 
have side benefits in terms of reducing points of friction 
with American businessmen and travellers, and'with our European 
and other allies; these side benefits would probably justify 
these changes even without regard to their role in a strategy 
t6ward China. The principal purpose, however, would be to 
initiate changes now, when China poses only a 1imited threat, 
in an effort to set in motion an improvement. over the long 
term, when China's power could make her a greater potential 
danger. 

---·- -··-- -- -· .... -... - ...• ·- ---·· -· ·--- . -
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Sho-rt Term 

End all passport restri~tions on travel ·by Americans to 
mainland China as soon as possible. 

I · Offer to increase the frequency of talks with the 
Chinese in order to probe any PRC interest in developing 
new approaches for dealing with outstanding issues. 

Cease all p~blic and private·refcrences opposing PlC 
·admission to the UN and only oppose any arrangements that 
would deprive the GRC of continued representation._ 

. . 

- . 
Indicate publicly that we regard the GRC as exer~ising 

auth6rity only over the territory it now controls and th~t we 
regard the PRC as exercising authority over the mainland . 

Long Term 

Attempt to open up new points of diplomatic contact 
including ad hot working level official or unoffjcial mis~ions 

-····· t'o Peking 10r-special. purposes. . 

Indicate publicly that the US is prepared to rec6gnize 
the PRC as exercising authority over the China mainland and 
seek to normalize political relations between our two govern
ments on that basis~ while insisting that settlement of the 
Taiwan question -- whether for "one China" or a "separate 
Taiwan'' -- must be by peaceful-means, and, pending such a 
settlement, maihtaining our diplomatic relations with the 
government on Taiwan and our commitment to the defen~e of 
Taiwan and the Pescadores. 

.-

·- . - . -~ ~. . ' 
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2. l\lili tarz:. ' ,, 
Short Term 

· .. ~ / . · Avc;>id conventional overhead reconnaissance over the 
. · Ch1nese ma1nland and reduce to absolute minimum US naval and 

~ir activity in close proximity to Chinese territory. 

. . P.f~intain our present pol icy w·i th respect to US pa~ti-
c1pat1on 1n the defense of the Offshore Islands of Qucmoy · 
an~ Matsu~ but clarify_our inte~tions by cautioning the GRC 
pr1vatcly that the US 1s less l1kely than in 1958 either to 
provide material and logistic assistance or to intervene 
di~ectly in the defense·of the islands. 

I 
Long Term 

Reduce the US military present on Taiwan following 
the end of hostilities in Viet-Nam, including.the phase-out 

i ··---------or· currcntly-=-utilized--GRC facilities·;·· to ·a '1eve1'limited to· 
· .· requirements to meet our defense commitment to the GRC; AND/OR 

propose to the PRe· the complete withdra\val of the US mil1tary 
_______ _p~esenc~ __ f~c;>m .. raiwan .. and __ the __ Strai t_.area, __ contingent .upon PRC 

willingness to agree to a mutual renunciation of force in the 
Strait areat while maintaining our defense commitment to 

-Taiwan and the Pescadores but retaining only a small liaispn 
group on Tail.;an. 

. . 
Seek to minimize direct US military involvement in 

SEA and focus on offshore or mid-Pacific deterrence posture • 
·----------3·:-- Economic. 

-·- - ------Short Term 

Reduce scope of US financial controls and restrictioni 
on exports to China to the levels of present US trade and 
transaction controls applicable to the Soviet Union, immediately 

--·-removing· (a) -us trade ·and' 'financ'iar controls' ·applicable to . 
bunkering, to US subsidiaries in third countries and to tourist 
purchases of Chinese products a_nd (b) export controls on 
selected non-strategic products. 

Long Term 

Assuming that export controls on US trade with the 
.Soviet Union are· reduced ~o-the~COCON-levelr-reduce- barriers .. 
to non-strategic trade with China to this level, thus embargo
ing only those commodities that the Chinese are unable to 
procure from ,C?.':':! E~:Jropean ·and Japanese· allies. 

, 

• 
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! Advantages and Disadvantages 

· The advantages and disadvantages ~elow are identified in 
.. ,' t~e~r relationship t? t~e.s~or~- and long-term political, 

·;' m1l1tary, an~ econom1c ln1t1at1ves. The advantages and dis
. . advantages listed as short-term would also carry into the 

.· 

.long term, in varying degre~s. · 

Advantages 

a. Political. 

• 

This EOlitical Eolicy, in its short•terrn aspects: 

Removes a r~striction that has no practical 
effect in deterring travel and that poses a 
nettlesome ~omestic public relations problem. 

Can be implemented by the State Departm~nt's 
administrative decision, insofar as travel is ··--·-··concernc:l.-- · ·- - · · · · · · 

. -· 

. t. 

Brings travel policy more in line with our 
·position of encouraging informal contacts. . . 

Can be justified on grounds of conforming 
travel policy to the realities imposed by court 
decision. 

Strengthens the impression, by demonstrated 
interest in increased official contacts., of US 
interest in discussing differences with the PRC. 

Makes more credible, by signifying a US willing
ness to have the PRC play a responsible role,in 
the international community as long as the GRC's 
position on. Taiwan is protected, our policy of 
support of the GRC and our expressions of readi
ness to deal with Peking in realistic terms. 

Provides a more persuasive basis for our diplo
matic effort to oppose expulsion of the GRC from 
the United Nations . 
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.. 
This political policy, iri its lon&-term aspects: 

Confirms to Peking that the US does not inteAd 
to challenge Peking's jurisdiction over the 
mainland. 

If the PRC accepts special missions to Peking • 
provides ~n additional opportunity to meet 
with PRC officials and to probe informally 
Chinese attitudes toward the US . 

. Maintains the possibility for an independent 
Taiwan without foreclosing the altc~nativc of 
unification with the mainland. · 

.·•. 
Increases pressure on and·within the GRC to 
accommodate, both in domestic and international 
policie~, to the pra~tical realities of its 
position. 

b • M i 1 i t a ry • 

• 

·This military policy, in its short-term aspects: 

·. t 

Reduces the image of US encirclement and 
tight containment of the PRC, with possible 
gradual relaxation of seige mentality in 
Peking. 

By officially advising the GRC in advance 
of possible limitations on our willingness 
to assist in the defense of the Offshores, 
-redu~es the. chance of a GRC mis~alculation 
in theevent of a crisis. 

This military policy, in its long-term aspects: 

. •' 

Ernph~siies that the present US force buildup 
on Taiwan has been related to the Viet-Nam 
\'lar and does not signify US hostility toward 
the PRC • 

, 
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Might provide the basis (through an offer to 
withdraw the US military presence on Taiwan) 
for the PRC's agreeing to set aside the Taiwah 
issue as an obstacle .to a'n improvement in us-
PRe relations. · · 

~educes possible points of a~cidental conflict 
between the US and the PRC and increases the 
degree of selectivity for the US in military 
involvement in East Asia,. e.g. with reduced 

.forward military. presence, the US would be lesi 
likely to become automatically committed to · 
armed conflict and would-have more leeway in . 
determining the nature and objective of a mili
tary clash. · ·· 

Reduces friction between US forces and citizen~ 
of host nations from which bases have been 
removed. 

c. Economic. 

This economic policr, in 'its short-term aspects: 
-

20 

.. 

Can be accomplished by administrative action alone.· . . 
Poses no problems for United States security, does 
not significantly increase Peking's ability to 
obtain commodities, and might enable Americans to 
compete with European and Japanese interests for 
the Chinese market. · 

Removes a specific "anti-Chinese" aspect of US 
policy and represents a unilateral US move which 
~ould be widely recognized as symbolizing heigh~ened 
US interest in increased coritacts and a reduction 

·in tensions with the PRC. 

Eliminates the irritant that extraterritorial as~ect 
of our present trade controls represent in our 
relations with allied countries, particularly those, 
like Canada, where US investment is heavy. 

In lib~ralizing re~trictions on tourist purch~ses 
abroad, eliminates or substantially reduces an 
irritant to American travellers and simplifies a 
cumbersome and expensive administrative procedure. 
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Disadvantages 

. a. Political. 

b. 

• 

T~is poiitical policy, in its short-term aspects: 

Has.a~ adver:e impact on the GRC's international 
pos1t1on, wh1le not representing a conciliatory 
gesture to Peking, which ~ould view it as an 
effort to make permanent 7aiwan's separation from 
the mainland. . . . · . 

This political policy, in its long-term aspects: 

Given Peking's opposition to the US presence in 
Taiwan, might not be sufficient, since it pro
vides for only a partial reduction of US sup~ort 
for the GRC; to contribute to a Sino-US detente. 

Might indicate to some Peking leaders ~hat the 
US is under 'increasing domestic and foreign . 
pressure to make concessions (including milit•ry 
and economic) and might cause the PRC to harden 
its determination not to change its present 
policies. · 

By clearly indicating a US conclusion that tte 
GRC no longer has a viable possibility of 
reasserting control over all China, challenges 
the central rationale for the present political 
structure on Taiwan and undermines its position 
internationally; ~esults in weakening the authority 
of the GRC on Taiwan and gives rise to a degree 
of political instability which might be suscept-.· 
ible to Peking's exploitation. 

Shakes the confidence of certain other Asian 
governments in the firmn~ss of us·support for 
them. 

Military. 

This military policy, in its short-term aspects: 

.. Leaves the basic policy problem relating to Quemoy 
~and Matsu unresolved since the GRC would not 
significantly reduce its forces, much less abandon 
the islands, and might increase its commitment of 
supplies and forces to the islands. 

Could invite PRC moves against the Offshores. 
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-- Reduces the avai lability. of in te 11 igence 
on PRC_military co~struction and develo~
rnent. Wlth degradat1on of US preparedness 
to conduct operations against mainland 

·china, ~nd reduces the warning time of 
·possible Chinese preparedness for aggres-
sion. · 

This military policy, in its long-term aspects: 
'" . 

Increases the time required for US .fo~ces 
to.react to overt or covert PRC.aggression . 

Reduces the credibility to some allies of 
US commitment. 

Risks a PRC misjudgment of the US resolve anJ 
PRC precipitation of a crisis. 

Severely shakes GRC confidence in the US 
defense commitment, with possible adverse 
effects on Taiwan's domestic political 
stability. 

-
Denies Tahvan bases to the US for use as 
part of our regional nuclear deterrent and 
in meeting strategic requirements elsewhere. 

c. Economic. 

• 

This economic policy, in its short-term aspects: 

Does not necessarily lead to ·sino-US trade 
or to increased economic contacts. 

If it leads to trade, ena~les the PRC to 
earn badly needed foreign exchange; 

Represents, in GRC eyes, a change in US 
China policy, which it would oppose. 

If interpreted as a major US.con~iliatory 
·gesture toward Peking, might weaken support 
.by some other countries for the US position 
on Chinese· representation in the UN and for· 
controls on strategic goo~s. 

• 
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- ANNEX A 

PREMISES AND FACTORS 

I. PRENISES 

A. Current hostility between the US and the People's 
Republic of China (PRC) stems from: 

US supgort for the Government of the Republic of China 
( GRC) a;!ld US commitment to defend Tahvan; 

the Korean War; 

conflict.irig 'ideolo-gical premises and national object
ives; 

US defense commitments in Asia and large military 
presence in Viet-Nam, "Y~hich are seen by the PRC as 
threatening its national interests in Asia and by 
the US as a shield against possible Chinese expansion
ism. 

B. China as a Power. PRC economic and military develop
ment has slo\·led in recent years, and it will continue to face 
serious problems in national economic development, but 

mainland China will continue to be ruled by a Communist 
government for the indefinite future; 

1 it will gradually become stronger militarily and, if 
~~ it pursues its present course, it will possess within 

the next ·15 years a substantfal stockpile of nuclear 
weapons and long'-range missiles.; but it will net . 
appr~ach global military parity with the US or USSR.~ 

C. Sino-US Rivalry. While Mao Tse-tung is alive, the 
PRC will seek to promote world revolution and to exclude all 
US~influence from Asia; moreover, 

while Peking's policies may moderate under other 
Chinese leaders, d1inese efforts to assert influence 
on neighboring areas will produce economic, political, 

.• 

* For additional information, see National Intell_igence Estimate, 
Communist China's Strategic Weapons Program, at Tab .I. 
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and military rivalry between any unified mainland 
China regime and the US in Asia,· regardless of the 
ideological nature of such a regime. 

D. Asian Concern. Regardless of Peking's actual inten
tions and capabilities, most other Asians are uneasy about 
mainland China's long-range objectives in the area. Peking's 
encouragement of revolutionary movements reinforces general, 
historical Asian anxiety over Chinese national ambitions. 

E. Peking vs Taipei. The GRC's power and influence are 
insignificant compared to mainland China's. Therefore, 

( 

.. f ,.. 

• -- over time,. the. tendency of other states to deal with 
or recognize Peking as representing "China", even at· 
the expense of the position of the GRC. in the inter
national community, will increase. 

this tendency will be more pronounced if Peking 
moderates its o~n foreign policy . 

. . 

,. 

---
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II. FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED 

A. Chinese Objectives and Capabilities* 
. 

1. Objectives. The present Peking regime wants other 
Asian states to accommodate their foreign policies to those 
of the PRC and eventually to model th~ir governments and 
societies upon that of Communist China. Peking wants to be 
acknowledged as a major world power and as the primary 
source of ideological leadership for all revolutionary move
ments. Like their KMT predecessors, the Chinese Communists 
want to restore China's historical grandeur, a desire inten
sified by the memory of humiliations inflicted on China in 
,the past. Peking insists on its right to establish its 
authority over Taiwan. 

2. Tactics. 

Revolutionary and Diplomatic Approaches. The Chinese 
are convinced that domestic unrest and political ferment in 
many countries are increasing. They look to the time when 
their revolutionary doctrine, combined with small inputs f~om 
China of funds, weapons, and insurgency training, may be 
successful in bringing about new revotutionary governments 
responsive to Chinese influenc~ .. 

The vulnerability of Asian countries to externally 
supported i~surgency is increased by the existence of: 
a) weak central governments, b) domestic political instability, 

/c) rivalries among ethnic groups, d) wide disparity betv1een 
" rich and poor,.. e) inadequate transportation and communication 

sys terns; and f) cornnon borders with h.os tile countries. 

In· ·addition to or as an alternative to the revolu-
tionary approach, the PRC also uses diplomacy, selective 

.economic aid, a.9d ··an appeal to nat-ionalistic, anti-western 
~sentiments to bring about close relations and compatible 
foreign policies. 

Peking has not succeeded so far in bringing any 
other Asian countl.'y fully into its orbit of influence through 
either revolution or diplomacy. 

* For additional discussion of·the Chinese threat; see Special 
National Intelligence Estimate, .Communist China and Asia, at 
Tab J. · 
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Overt Aggression. The Chinese retain· the capa
bility to launch a major armed attack against any of 
their immediate neighbors. Faced by an overt Chinese 
attack, all the.countries in mainland Southeast Asia are 
vulnerable unless they are directly supported.by a major 
military power--the US or USSR. We have no evidence, 
hmvever, of PRC intent to achieve its objectives by armed 
conquest, lvith the possible exception of Taiwan. 

Peking's caution may derive in part from a desire 
to avoid direct armed conflict with the US. But Peking 
also has refrained (aside from the brief 1962 conflict 
with India) from overt aggression even against countries 
with no security treaties with the US. A strong restraint 
pn Peking's behavior may be the Maoist conviction that 
revolution in each country must be carried out primarily 
by local forces and not imposed from outside. China has 
stressed its relative size as a means of intimidating 
Asians, however, and almost certainly will continue to do 
so. 

Nuclear Weapons .. The Chinese have not used their 
nuclear weapons development directly to threaten other 
Asian countries. Limited warnings of vulnerability have, 
however, been given to some Japanese. As their nuclear 
capability increases, they may be tempted to threaten its 
use against others. On the other hand, possession of more 
sophisticated lveaponry may bring greater Chinese a\vareness 
of their own vulnerability to others' weapons, and the 
Chinese may come to regard possession principally as a 

/qualification for major power status. 
~ . 

3. "Factors Limiting Peking's CaEabilities. 

a.·· Economic. China has had limited success in 
adhering to its_political values while also mobilizing 
managerial~ktlls and org?nizing the economy to meet 
domestic needs. Concern with the threat from both the 
Soviet Union and the US, and the increasing role of 
the military in Chinese political decision-making 
increase the urgency with which Peking will probably 
view its need for strategic and advanced weapons develop
ment. A heavy economic, scie~tific and managerial drain 
for defense purposes will increasingly conflict with 
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economic gJ:"owth. 
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Mainland food production is barely adequate 
to meet the needs of China's gro\ving ·population. 
Unpredictable factors such as the v.7eather or the 
possible reintroduction of extremist policies similar 
to those adopted during the Great Leap Forward could 
bring China to the.brink of economic disaster, thus 
forcing it to concentrate all its energies on the 
single problem of survival. 

b. Political. Conflict between ideological 
abstraction_ and practical considerations has con
tinuously hampered the decision-making process in 
Peking. Diplomatic inconsistencies and bungling, a 
product in part of ideological and power struggles 
at horne, have reduced the effectiveness with which 
China· is able to carry out both revolutionary and 
non-revolutionary_nctivities abroad and have reduced 
the appeal of the PRC ns a model for others. Maoisf 
ideology, reinforced by a lack of exposure to the 
outside Horld, contributes also to myopia in Chinese 
assessments of conditions abroad (for example, the 
belief that US race problems are purely a manifesta
tion of class struggle). This further weakens Peking's 
ability to influence external events but could lead to 
dangerous-miscalculations. · 

.c. Military. Notwithstanding the size of its 
land army, Peking"s military orie.ntation is primarily 
defensive in nature. Furthermore, since the Cultural 
Revolution, China's military manpower has been diverted 
extensively to tasks of domestic administration and 
maintenanc~-of order. China's limited ability to pro
vide financial or military assistance to other coun
tries forces it to concentrate on aid to relatively 
few target countries, and it has provided important 
amounts of sophisticated military aid only to cme 
country, Pakistan. 
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B. Taiwan 

1. As an issue in US-PRC relations. 
. . ~ . ~~ 

a. The PRC Position. Peking has fixed on 
Tahmn as the primary issue blocking any im
provement in US-PRC relations. Peking seeks 
the removal of the US military presence from 
the Strait area and Taiwan, as well as the 
termination of our defense cor.nnitrnent to .the 
GRC. Beyond that, Peking also wants US ac
ceptance of its claim that Tai'tvan is an in
ternal matter which it must be free to re
solve by whatever means necessary, including 
force. 

b. The US Position~ The US is committed by 
treaty only to the defense of Taiwan and the 
Pescadores, but the Joint Resolution of 1955 
authorizes the President to employ US armed 
forces directly in the defense of the Of~
shore Islands, ifhe co.nsiders this "required 
or appropriate in assuring the defense of 
Formosa and the Pescadores". 

Taiwan occupies an important position in 
US strategic planning. Our forces on Tai\Van 
are there to advise the GRC, assist in the 
defense of Taiwan, gather intelligence, support 
operations in Viet-Nam, and form part of our 
nuclear deterrent and strategic deployment ... 
capability. " ' 

* Major US military units. now on Taiwan include the Taiwan 
Defense Command, MAAG. China, 3 tactical airlift squadrons 
(30 ..... Cl~Os), 1 tactical fighter detachment (4F4s), 1 airborne 
early warning detachment (3 EC12ls), 1 air refuel squadron 
(19 KC135s), 1 strategic communications group and several 

A-6 

·intelligence, logistical and administrative support units. 
Total personnel strength is approximately 11,000 of whom about 
2, 000 are local nationals.. The Taiwan Defense Command assumes 

,operational control of combat elements as directed by CINCPAC 
·and currently has ? .destroyer escorts under operational control. 

-iEGRE'f"" 
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The US has made no commitments to the GRC 
that would require its consent to a change in our 
relations with the PRC. Nevertheless our policy has 
created certain constraints on our actions toward 
the PRC as they affect GRC interests. It has been 
!:![__£olicy: 

to give strong political support to the GRC 
and, at least until recently, to endorse 
publicly its claim to be the legal govern
ment of China. 

to assure the GRC that in discussions with 
the Chinese Communists we vlOuld not make any 
secret arrangements respe~ting disposition of 
Taiwan or of the rights and claims of the: GRC. 

to recognize the authority of the GRC over 
Taiwan and the Pcscaciores, but to hold that 
~overeigntx over these territories remains to 
be determined. 

. 
2. The GRC Position and Tai~;vanese Attitudes. For the 

GRC, insistence that it ~s the legal government of all of 
China, of which it claims Tai't.Jan is a part, 1 ies at the' 
heart of the mainlander-dominated political structure on 
Taitvan and of the GRC view of its international position 
and prestige. The GRC is fully aware, howeve=-, that it 
cannot recover the mainland by force without US agreement 

_,../and support, which the US has consistently withheld. 

·Taiwanese are· both· resentful of mainlander domina
tion and unsympathetic to the present leadership of Communist 
China. Lacking any means for effective challenge of main
lander control, they rely on the passage of time to make 

.possible an eqt9-table share il). political power. Most Taiwan
~ese hope that Taiwan will remain separate from the mainland 
for the foreseeable future and they loo_k primarily to the 
US to maintain this separation. 

If it were in our interest, the US might be able, 
:-. · .. thro~gh political means, to block. a political settlement 

::.:.:.._. between Peking and GRC. leaders providing for the unification. 

.· ,. 
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of Taiwan with ·the 111ai.nland. Armed US intervention in 
support of Taiwanese opposition to such a settlement, how
ever. might .not be politicaily .feasible. Moreover, if the 
GRC invited PRC forces to land on the island, armed US 
intervention ~ould involve the US in conflict with both 
GRC and PRC forces. 

3. Attitudes of Other Countries. Among East Asian 
governments, the . .Republic of Korea, Viet-Nam and Thailand 
have given the most unqualified.support to the GRC. 
Japan, the Pbilippines, Australia and Ne'v Zealand support 
the GRC politically, but rarely refer to its claim to be 
the legitimate government of China. The positions of 
other governments in. East Asia have been shap~d by their 
relations with and concern over the influence of Communist 
China. Insofar as possible, they have avoided taking 
positions on the Tahvan issue·. Within the UN, a substan
tial number of govenunents oppose the expulsion of the 
GRC at the price of the PRC's admission. Most Western 
European countries, however, dismiss the GRC's claim to 
be the legitimate government of China as a pretense, and 
they see Taiwan chiefly as an unresolved i~sue between the 
US and Communist China which could become the flash-point 
of a major conflict. Although the GRC's claim to be the 
legal government of all China has lost credibility with 
the passage of time, the government on Taiwan has vTon 
increasing respect as a result of its maintaining economic 
gro~th and internal stability and its contribution to 
regional economic cooperation. 

,./ 4. US Ability to Influence the GRC. While Chiang Kai-
shek remains in effec~ive control, the possibilities are 
virtually. non-exist:ent for obtaining· ·GRC agreement to or 
acquiescen~e, much less cooperation, in any course of action 
which would detract from the GRC's claim to be the only 
rightful governme~t of all of China. The GRC, however, 
probably will cot1tinue to accommodate to US policies and 
'actions_pointed toward acceptance of the fact of communist 
control ·Df the mainland so long as the GRC is not obliged 
explicitly to acquiesce in the changes. This-accommodation 
might increase with the passing of Chiang Kai-shek. 
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C. Relationship of North Viet-Nam and North Korea to 
Chinese Interests 

· North Viet-Nam and North Korea, 'tvhile communist and in 
· strong debt to Peking (as well as to the Soviet Union) for 
past assistance, pursue their own independent policies--in 
conflict with those of Communist China under certain circum
stances. Nevertheless, Peking has a major national security 
interest in maintaining the continued existence of communist 
regimes in both countries and would almost certainly intervene 
militarily if there were a real threat of the overthrmv of 
their governmentsby invasion, and, under some circumstances, 
even if there were threat of an internal coup. 

'D. Japan and the Soviet Union 

The relationship among the US, Japan; China and the 
Soviet Union is shifting. The rupture of the Sino-Soviet 
alliance has resulted in the Soviet Union becoming, with the 
US, one of Peking's two principal antagonists. Japan has 
re-emerged as a major political factor in Asia and principal 
ally of the US, and with significant economic relations with 
the Soviet Union. Further changes in the fmir-pm·ler relation
ship are likely. 

1. The Soviet Union. Peking and l-1oscow will probably 
remain the centers of two competitive concepts of Marxism
Leninism. Centuries-old national antagonisms and a long 
common border-will make recurring tensions between them 

1 almost inevitable. The Soviets will continue to seek an 
~ expanded role .in South and Southeast Asia, taking parallel 

action or even occasionally cooperating with the United 
States to limit Chinese influence. 

2. Japan. Traditional cultural and economic contacts 
between Japan ang :mainland China, .with both their attrac-
·~tions and antagonisms, exert a major influence on Sino
Japanese relations. In spite of Peking's hostile attitude 
toward the present Japanese leadership, pressures in Japan 
for closer economic and political relations with the main
land will continue. Japanese concern over a strong, unified 
and nuclear-armed Chin?, and China 1 s apprehension over a 
resurgent, technologically advanced Japan. competing with . . 
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Peking for influence in Asia are continuing, long-term 
factors in their relationship. 

Japan maintains diplomatic relations with the 
Republic of China and supports the GRC's position in the 
United Nations. Japan's long colonial relationship with 
Taivlan, ho\\1ever, has produced an interest in the island 
which probably goes beyond Tokyo 1 s formal ties with the 
government in Taipei. This interest will be strengthened 
by strategic considerations as Okinawa moves toward 
reversion to Japan, . thus bringing Japanese-controlled 
territory closer to Taiwan. The present Government of 
Japan probably would look w·ith favor on a solution to the 
Tai\van problem that would leave the is land independent of 
China and free to develop even closer economic ties with 
Japan. Japan 1 s relationship with Taiwan is thus an 
obstacle to an improvement of its relations with Peking. 
If faced with the real prospect of PRC-Japanese diplomatic 
relations, however, Japan may opt for Peking, even at 
major expense to its ties with the· GRC and Taiwan. 

3. The Hultilateral RelationshiE. China's leaders 
probably genuinely feel threatened by a US-USSR-Japan-
India "encirclement". Their charges of US-Soviet ''collusion" 
and Japan's alleged intention to re-establish the "greater 

·East Asia co-prosperity sphere" are, in Chinese eyes, more 
than just propaganda. This siege mentality, however, 
probably makes Peking cautious in making decisions that 
might expose it to multiple military pressures along its 

/borders. 

Under ·the present Peking leadership there is pro
bably little chance that China will alter significantly 

. its rigid. and defiant stance vis-a-vis the three other 
major powers in the area. But a second generation of 
Chinese leaders may see advantages in moving tmvard a 

·reduction of tensions through.the manipulation of China's 
relations with the other three powers in Asia, and might 
thus be amenable to at least limited rapprochement not 
only with Japan but with the Soviet Union and the United 
States as well. Under present circumstances, however, 
US·efforts to exploit Sino-Soviet tensions to pressure the 
Soviets or entice Peking most probably would result in a. 
worsening of relations between the US and either or both 
China and the Soviet Union. 

... 
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E. US Policy as a Factor Influencing PRC and Third 
~ountry Attitudes 
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1. Impact on the PRC. The image of the·world held 
by today' s leaders in Peking is formed from China's broad 
historical experience with the West, from the leadership's 
personal revolutionary experience, and Mao Tse-tung's 
revolutionary-romantic concept of Narxism-Leninism. The 
result is a highly nationalistic, suspicious, and ideolog-

.ically stereotyped picture which obviously is not uniformly 
perceived by all Chinese. Nevertheless, the US has limited 
ability to affect either these attitudes or the policies 
toward the US flovling from them. 

The immediate post-Mao leadership is not likely 
to be less nationalistic or more experienced in dealing 
with the West. That leadership's ideological compulsions 
may be weakened, however, by practical considerations of 
domestic political control, by the need for economic develop
ment and .the costs of military preparedness, by China's 
relations with third countries--particularly the Soviet 
Union and Japan--and by sometvhat different generational 
perspectives. 

US actions and policies 'tvhich contradict Chinese 
stereotypes and expectations over time may well alter 
significantly the attitudes of future Chinese leaders 
toward the US, and even their attitude toward·the Taiwan 
question. The possible emergence of a more pragmatic 
,leadership on the mainland thus raises the question of 

.r
1
the timing of US initiatives for maximum impact and advan
tage~ tis initiatives ... undertaken notv can be seen either 
as a way of influencing.the attitudes· of a post-Mao lead
ership before it assumes power, or as a waste of potential 
"signals" or bargaining counters for the future. 

_ Certain--na.tionalistic ·element~ will be connnon to 
any Chinese leadership. Extremely important among these 
are Peking's sense of encirclement engendered by the 
presence of US and Soviet strategic weapons around its 
periphery and a sensitivity to any action or policy imply
ing less than equal status for China in the world community. 
Within the limitations imposed by US strategic requirements, 
these factors should receive impo~tant considerafiqn in any 
course of action we adopt. 
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2. Impact on Third Countries. Geographic proximity 
to China is probably the most significant factor in 
determining the· impact which US actions vis-a-vis the 
PRC will have on third countries. In Europe, United States 
moves to"tvard detente with Peking are usually welcomed as 
an indication of a more realistic posture in Asia. Asian 
states, whether or not allied to the United States through 
mutual security arrangements, are alarmed by any signs 
they may .interpret as a weakening US commitment to deter 
the threat they feel from Peking. 

Almost inevitably, however, any improvement in 
Sino-US relations will eventually produce pressures in 
JilOSt countries on China 1 s periphery for greater accorrmlO
dation with Peking. Thailand, for example, might feel 
compelled for its ovm survival to move tmvard a neutralist 
position in Southeast Asia and toward the establishment 
of .diplomatic relations with the PRC. Developments of 
this nature would not necessarily be hostile to US interests 
in the long run if they allowed for continuing US political 
and economic relations with these countries even though 
at a reduced level of intimacy. 

F. UN Considerations 

The question of Chinese representation in the UN has been 
important to the US primarily because of its effect on the 
status of the GRC and the Tai\van issue and, to a lesser degree, 
of the effect which Chinese Communist membership would have on 
t~e functioning of the UN. Since there is no prospect that 
both the GRC and PRC could be simultaneously represented in 
the UN in present circumstances, Communist China 1 s admission 
would entail· exclusion of the GRC from the Security Council, 
the General Assembly and, in all likelihood, the entire UN 
system. 

_,./" 
1. Consequences of PRC Hembership in UN. Admission 

of the PRC to the UN would have far-reaching consequences. 
In a positive sense, it would remove the anomaly, which 
is a matter of concern to many, of keeping a quarter of 
the world's population without direct representation in 
the UN. It would expose 'the Chinese Communists to a 
greater range of international problems and con~acts, 
~opefully reducing the ~ikelihood of miscalculations in 

___ -:__ -··-·-··---·· 
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the formation of Peking's external policies. Ostensibly 
it would also remove one of the barriers to the PRC's 
participation it) various disarmament and peacekeeping 
forums. 

Nevertheless, ·the PRC 's admission at the expense 
of the GRC and after years of US opposition would involve 
substantial costs in addition to increasing Peking's 
prestige and to some extent vindicating its policies. 
The most serious consequence would be in relation to 
Tahran, since loss of UN membership would pose serious 
domestic policy problems for the GRC and result in a 
rapid erosion of its bilateral diplomatic relations. The 
latter result would not necessarily affect significantly 
.the GRC 's trade and other contacts v7ith nc;m-Communist 
governn1ents, at least so long as the US maintained its 
defense· commitment to, and political relations with, the 
GRC. Hmvever, Communist China's entry accompanied by 
the GRC's expulsion from the UN could strengthen active 
international support for, and would certainly lead to 
greater a·cquiescence in, the PRC 's claim to sovereignty 
over Taiwan and its right to resolve this issue as an 
internal matter. Once the GRC were out o~ the UN. it 
is hihely doubtful that the PRC would agree to provide 
representation for Taiwan on any basis. 

Within the UN, Peking could be expected to take 
advantage of its opportunities to pursue disruptive 
policies consistent "tvith its political aims and ideologies, 
thus adding a·dimensionto its contest with the US and the 

..... /soviet Union. Pel<ing would have use of the veto in the 
Security Council, would occupy a position of influence 
throughout the UN system, would have .. access to many 
Secretariat positions around the world, and would bring 
one more so"urce of difficulty in the area of UN financing. 

2. Two Chi!J.aS. Although.a two-Chinas arrangement 
wou.ld pose a different balance of advantages and disadvantages, 
Peking and Taipei have adopted positions effectively barring 
such a scheme. The PRC regards UN membership as an unques
tionable right temporarily denied. Its strong objection to 
any two-Chinas concept reflects its anxiety to prevent any 
qualification of its asserted sovereignty over Taiwan and, 
presumably, confidence that the UN will untimately be forced 
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to accord Peking the right to exclusive representation 
of China. 

For the GRC, and especially President Chiang, 
UN representation is :i.nextricably bound up with the GRC 's 
claimed status as the ·soie representative of China and 
even more basically with the rationale of the GRC structure 
on Taiwan. In fact, President Chiang \vould almost surely 
withdra~v from the UN if convinced that the UN were at the 
point of actually adopting and implementing an arrangement 
compromising.that status. 

These positions are unlikely to change during the 
lifetime of the present senior leaders. Conversely, the 
death of either one \vill introduce a new possibility for 
change. 

In any event, the General Assembly could not adopt 
two-Chinas proposals in present circumstances because the 
number of members anxious to preserve their bilateral 
relations with Peking or Taipei is sufficiently large to 
preclude the tv1o-thirds majority wh.ich w·ould be necessary. 
Without vigorous US support even a simple majority would 
be doubtful. In addition, the extreme positions of Taipei 
and Peking have made it impossible to experiment with dual 
representation arrangements in subsidiary UN organs and 
Specialized Agencies. The GRC has tolerated US willingess 
to include Communist China in disarmament, humanitarian, 
and outer spaqe activities. The PRC, ho\vever, has so far 

,refused to participate in any international activities in 
·" . .1 the presence of the GRC. 

, . . 
3. US Influence. US ability to ·influence Chinese 

representation is far more limited than generally assumed. 
The GRC is.not amenable to US advice in this area and has 
the capacity to undermine US moves in the direction of 
·dual representat1on. Changes ·in the Security Council's 
membership have reduced the protection the threat of a us 
veto may have afforded our past policy. Carefully quali
fied commitments by previous administrations, while highly 
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important to the GRC, involve ambiguities* of UN proce
dure making it possible that l-le could not use or sustain 
a veto in the Council. Thus the threat of a veto would 
have little credibility unless others believed we were 
prepare~. to escalate into sweeping measures such as 
financial sanctions against the UN itself. 

* If the cha.llenges to the GRC were to arise as a "credentials" 
issue, the overwhelming opinion of the Council--friend and foe 
alike--,·lOuld hold that the matter was procedural and not subject 
to ~the veto. Even-ff the challenge were cast in terms -where we 
could convincingly argue that. it was an important question of 
"representation", we could not be sure of eno\.tgh support for 
application of the veto. In either case, we would need nine 
votes to sustain our argument and failing to obtain nine votes, 
we would have exhausted parl.iamentary recourse in the. Council. 

SECRE'i' 
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THE ISSUE: 

AW·1&'< B 

J<IODES 0~ EI LI TARY DETEHREHC3 

Hhat strater-:v of military d':lterrcnce should be 
idop r;ed by the US in .. ;;as t Asia? 

1. Present Policy 

US military strategy in Asia provides for close-in con:ain
ment of Con~unist Chin~, North Viet-Nam and North Koren while 

0 t e . • ,4 • d _n " c I ' I • .f" ~'" 
ass~s ·~n<3 ln ;;n·:> · tJ!.ense or non- 01r.rr.un~sc nac1ons o ... v!1.e arec.. 
Our tactical and stratat::;ic nuclear capability is intended to 
doter overt P3~ aggression in this situation. 

In the event of a vlar 1oli t'!-> the PRC, He uould defend as fnr 
fol"·Hard as possible l1hile concuc ting pr(;dominan tly naval and air 
off' ens i V•3 op ·3Nt ti on:; ae;ains t th~ ene:ny. This pol :icy \·:ould 
reouira a military caoabilitv for assistin~ in tha active defense 
of ·south Kor~a, South' Viet-.H~un, and 'l'haila~d, as v:ull a.s a 

, · 1' t :"\ · "'~ · · · ,.,., .,...., .; """ .; r· J' "' s +-r .. ,.. • CRDfd.)l. :::.. ·Y lor. o ... 1 cnSl.Ve O::_Jcral;l.Ons. J.O ... n ... n .. a ... n v!1 ·'-' .., 'Bv9o:f I 

us·· forcos i!1 Asia i'IOUld h~ve to ral:r U!Jon tne prom?'v emplo)"11~'3nt. 
of nu.cl ear ~-;canons if those forces should be directly cns~-[;·3d 
1oli th a ?r:c !'ore e of ovep;·lhelming superiority. 

Alter::1ntiv~s 

2. C lo33-in containm·J:l t* Ol' fori-.Tard defense cie.signod to deter 
any overt asgrcssion or large-scale support or insurgency by 
the ?RC would involve rat3ntion or forces both in Southeast Asia 
and Korea after the end of the Viet-Nam war; reta~~ion of basas 
or base rights in Japan, OkinaHa, Tc::.iHan, the Philirmines and 
Thailand; r•1aintenanoa of our for1.;ard deploy·ment of s~ratee;ic 
and/tnctical nuclaar-capnbla forces, and possible extension of 

,r· 

,· 
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strategies dis
Consideration of' 
pruvid3 a basis 
in order to 

.. 

It is unlikely that this~ either of the other 
cus3ed belo1-: could bd ado:Jted in its pure form. 
the argL~ments for o.nd :against them, however, can 
for· decision on th(y'"""gen':lral a?proach t'o be taken 
deter ?.Rc aggression by military means. In each 
assumed that there is no reduction in present US 

case it is 
security corrl.'iii tr:t·~:l 
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t1•eaty commi tm~mts to include l-'Ia.laysia and Sine;apore. 

Advnntn.gcs 
., . 

-- Etnphasizes to .US allies and PRC that PRC aggression 
will be m0t with rcrcc. 

-- ?laces US forces in best uosture tb intervene in 
insurgent situations or to m·eet overt attacl;;:. 

B-2 

-- Secur·'3S env.h~omT.e:iJ.t under -vrhich Asian e.llies could 
pursue domestic social and economic d~velo·or.1ent Hit!1out 
excessive dr~in on their resources for mili~ary purposes. 

f 

Disadvan~ar;es 

-- Hequir.n higl:es t dollar outl'loH of all al terna ti ves. 

-- Reduces enco~~nc9m9nt to Asian allies to davelon da-
fensive ccpabili~ie3. · -

Heic:;htens ris1!: of rai.li tary i!1Volv-:::m.3nt in ::;itua.tions 
US might oth·:H·~-7is0 choose to a.';oid. 

R3duces probability of rapproch~n1en t 1·ri th ?RC 

Dee? ens cleavages be :,·:een US allies and non-allies. 

---Involves, by retention of base~, potentiRlly hith political 
cost in terms of .i'l~ictions with allies. 

-- Iricrea.s 3s. vulncrabili ty of UJ fo1•ces to surprise a tta.cl:. 

3 ' D ... fr fr" · r · s1 n ·s ... ~· evorrance om an o snc a ~ a. a oos~ur~ wcule rely 
upon: US i~3tallations in and forcas Dtation~~ on or re~7nd 
throu.:;..."'l th;). ?hilip?ine::.;, Tah-Hl.l1 1 Japan and C}:i:-unia.j pr~po:>i tion
ir..e of ma t3ri·el on, these i sls.nds i'or ra? id d·Jploymen t by 
stra.tezic a.ir and sea lift forces; joint rnai:1tenance of 0!)3r
ational reception bases and logistic infrastructur~ on n stund
by basis in Sat;h Korea and Thailand; (b)(1) 

~0> atranfithening of allied mainland armed forces with 
increas.~d US material, i'inancial ar1d advisory assistanC•3. lfo 
US combat i'orces '\-lould be stationed on the mainland. 
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Advt'l.ntnges 

Reduces vulnerability of us· forces to surprise attack. 

Increases US selectivity in military involvement in ~nst 
A~ia. 

-- Increas~s possibility of g~eater indigenouo defense 
effort, especially in the field of int3rnal security, if 
made clear i;ha:; US effor>ts Hould be contingent upon a major 
contribution from t:1err1. ~· · 

-- Reducos US pressul"e on P!~C, en..~ancine; possibilities of' 
Bino-U3 rapprochement. 

-- Reduces doll~r outflow, thereby easins balanc2 of p~yments 
problems. 

-- Reduces- friction between trs forces and citizens of host 
nations ~roti which bases have bean removed. 

D5. sad van t!J.f~;;s - -
Increr!.ses time required for US f'orccs to react to ?flC overt 

or cover~ aegression. 

Reduces credibility to some allies of U3 com~itm~nt, 
partially undermining their confidence in US. 

Risks ?RC misjudgment of US resolve and preci9itation of 
, of a crisis. · ~ 

I 

Increases political problems ~ith ho~t governments in 
maintaining US bases., 

.. 
4. Deterrcnce.from bases in tho Mid-West Pacific would rely 
heavily on strategic nuclear deterrence, deplo~nent of naval 
forces, o.nd on .a shnr,? im,?rovement in strat-3gic mobility of 
U3 .forces; would ir)..vol ve basing ot most US f'orces in the l-iaria!'la 
and~Palau Islands, and furth9r eust; maintenance of bao~ access 
agreements, if possib13, in 'l'ab.:an, Japan, OkinaHa and the 
Philippines, bu~ on a reduced scale; developi~ont of added facil
ities in Guam a:1d n~\·1 facilities in the Trust; Terri tory of the 
Pacific Islands. 
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Advan-:ages 

-- Relaxes what PRC viows as r~ng of US encircling bases 
threatoni:::g its security, open1.ne po:.::sibility for major 

b "D"C t . .. ..... . . .._h US move y .. l• o l.tnpl'ova rc.La ~.-1ons 'Hl. ""' • 

Eliminat3s stationing of US forces in Asian countries. 

Effects large reduction in gold outflow, thus greatly 
easing bnlanca of ps.ymants ~n·o·::»lems. 

Disadvan tt>.r;as .-

( 
( 

-

-- Might encourage ~RC overt as well as covert acgression 
and also incl,·;;ase the risk of' a dir3ct US-P2C conflict. 

-- Redt;ces alliGd co~:'id-::n.:.:~ in U.S ccn>mitments, per!1a_::>s 
resultinG in loss of some allies, and increases 11kelihood 
thnt .Asi-an st&.t-.3s uould sed~ a.ccommocation 1-1ith ?HC in a 

.... h ... • • ' • • • . ... 1' us way ~,.-.1c..,_mJ.gr1"G ltn,PD.l.l' J.n<;3res ... s o • 

-- Shar?lY i~~rense~ time fo~ US conv~ntional ~or~es to . 
react to con-cL1genc1as on ma1nlancl As1a, thercoy 1!1Cl'<.:Hl.SJ.:lg 
oossibili ty t!!a t;; U.S oo tions Hould be limited to oi thJr 
~trategic nuclear res~onse or avoidance of involvement. 

-- Requirss new expenditures for bass construction in 
TTPI, creates increased frictions '·lith the local po:;>ule.tion 
e.nd problems. in the U:-T. · 

. . 
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~----~ ·····--·--- -------.- --· ------_. ... -- --- ·-·---~---
THE GRC AND TAIWAN 

··-·- --··------·--··--------------·----
THE ISSUE: What should US policv be toward the 

international position of the GRC 
and in relation to Taiwan? 

-----r:-·---Preserit-f?oiicy·-------·------·---··--·-·-----·----------·------

Without challenging the GRC's claim to be the only 
legitimate government of China, the US is equivocal in 
endorsing that claim. In seeking to retain inter
national recognition of the GRC on that basis, we give 
greater weight to the argument that other countries 
should maintain relations with the GRC at l~ast as the 
tle facto authority over the territory it .novJ controls. 

We seek to maintain access to Taiwan for military 
and intelligence purposes, not only to meet our treaty 
commitment but for other strategic purposes. 

The US countenances small-scale intelligence raids 
but denies support tb and opposes the GRC use of force 
against the mainland; provides support to the GRC armed 
forces for defensive purposes,·but seeks a reduction in 
the size of its military establishment compatible with 
essential defensive requirements. 

By our treaty commitment and military presence, we 
seek to deter the Chinese Communist use of armed force 
in the Strait area. 

~ 

/ The US supports in principle a larger political role 
r' for Taiwanese, but refrains, because it would not be 

effective and·would only irritate the GRC, from pressinq 
the GRC.on this matter~· The US attempts to ameliorate the 
authoritarian tradition of ce'ntral ~iovernrnent practices. 

We assist in sustaining the continued economic growth 
of Taiwan and encourage its incre~sing involvement in 
~regional coope~ation • 

We seek to keep open the options of an independent 
Taiwan or its unification with the mainland, but take 
the position that this question should be resolved peace
fully and in a manner consistent with the desires of the 

SBCRC'i' 
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people on Taiwan. The cumulative effect of our policy 
has been to strengthen the short- and long-term possi
bilities for the separate existence of Taiwan. 

Alternatives• 

2. Strengthened sucport for the GRC would involve 
returning to an explicit endorsement of the GRC's claim 
to be the only legitimate government of China and re
newing our efforts to maintain international support 
for the GRC on that basis, making greater efforts to 
dissuade .other government~ from recognizing Peking. 

We would increase military assistance to the GRC in 
order to strengthen its forces for possible use as a 
strategic reserve in East Asia, and we would encourage 
~RC military, as well as economic, cooperation with 
other governments in East Asia. · 

While continuing to oppose the use of force in the 
Strait area by either the GRC or the PRC, we would re
affirm our defense commitment by increasing US military 
presence on Taiwan and in the Strait. 

The US viould continue to take the position that the 
status of Taiwan is undetermined, but refrain from 
stipulating that a peaceful settlement of this issue 
should be consistent with the desires of the peopl~ on 
Tahvan. 

Advantages 

Removes major areas of strain in US-GRC ielations, 
and this, in combination with our increased mili
tary assistance, probably would strengthen our 
effective influence on GRC defense planning and 
efforts to encourage.continued economic growth. 

-.• 

Assures military access to Taiwan for strategic 
purposes and strengthens confidence th~oughout 
most of the East Asian region in th~ US deter
minatio~-uhd ability to meet the threat of 
Chinese Communist covert and overt aggression. 

Disadvantages 

-- Heightens US-PRC tensions. and-vl"r.tuall-y forecloses 
possibilities for improvement in relations· - --, ~ . .. . - ... -- ; 

• Alternatives relating to US military pre~ence o~ 
Taiwan and to the Offshore Islands are cons1dered 1n 
Tabs. · D and E. 
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Leads other governments, including several in 
East Asia, to regard this as a shift to a more 
hostile policy toward Communist ~hina, in
creasing the possibility of a major conflict. 

C-3 

Does not help maintain international recognition 
for the GRC, which might be handicapped by the 
reluctance of other governments to be associated, 
even indirectly, with a hostile policy toward 
Peking. · 

Strengthens Taiwanese impatience and discontent 
with their limited political role, increasing 
chances for political instability in a crisis 
situation. · 

3. Partial disenqaqement from support for the GRC ~ould 
involve an attempt to open the possibility for broader . 
official relations with Peking by taking the public posi~ 
tion that we regard the GRC as exercising authority only 
over the territory it now controls and that we regard the 
PRC as exercising authority over the mainland; we would 
seek to maintain international recognition of the GRC on 
this basis. · 

We would press the GRC to reduce its military 
establishment to the level essential to fulfill the 
defensive role of GRC forces in our mutual defense plan, 
and we would gradually phase out grant NAP while pre
venting a rapid increase in FMS credit sales. 

We would seek mor~ actively to take advantage of 
;limited opportunities available to encourage the GRC to 

- accommodate gradually and more fully to the political 
aspirations o~·the Taiwane~e • 

-

Advantages 

Maintains the possibility for an independent Taiwan 
without foxeclosing the alternative of unification 
with the-mainland in accordance with the views of a 
majority of the people in Taiwan • 

Keeps our position more compatible with that of 
governments seeking to establish relations with 
Peking, and might increase our leverage in per
suading them not to prejudice the ultimate 
resolution of tne question of sovereignty over 
Taiwan. 

.. 
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Insures pressure on and within the GRC to 
accommodate, both in domestic. and inter
national policies, to the practical realities 

· of i t.s posit ion. 

Disadvantages 

Causes Peking to ·react by viewing our position 
as an effort·to separate Taiwan permanently 
from the ~ainland. At least temporarily, the 
possibilities £or a significant improvement in 
US-PRC relations would be no better and might 
be worse. · 

C-4 

Seriously strains our relations w~th the GRC, 
reducing our influence on its domestic and 
international policies and makes more difficult, 
but does not preclude, continued defense 
cooperation. 

Weakens the key rationale of the GRC political 
structure and authority on Taiwan, with some 
i~crease in political instability. 

Increases the difficulty, within the UN, of 
preventing a challenge to the present position 
of the GRC as the only representative of China. 

Stimulates ROK concern that the shift in our 
position might foreshadow similar overtures to 
North Korea, and leads to an interpretation that 
we are-weakening our stand on the question of 
divided countries. 

4. Encourage a political settlement between the GRC and 
· the PRC. Under this alternative we would take the public 
position that Taiwan is part of China. 

We would make clear to both the GRC and the PRC that 
we intend to continue to maintain.relations with the GRC 
as exercising authority over Taiwan until there is a 
~olitical settlement of their dispute, including a deter
mination of the status of Taiwan, whether as a province 
of China or an "autonomous" area. 
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Pending a political settlement, ..,,e would seek to 
retain international recognition of the GRC as the 
de facto authority over Taiwan, but without opposina 
recognition of Peking as the government of China. ~ 

C-5 

We would maintain our commitment to-the defense of 
Taiwan and the Pescadores, pending a political settle
ment, but would seek actively to persuade the GRC to 
reduce its military establishment to a level compatible 
with essential defense requirements. We would phase 
out grant MAP and hold FMS credit sales at approxi
mately current levels. 

Advantages 

Makes clear to Peking that we regard Taiwan as 
an issue between the GRC and the PRC. 

Might lead Peking--if not immediately, over the 
longer run--to cooperate on this basis in some 
improvement of relations and to agree to in
crease official contacts--although not to the 
establishment of diplomatic relations so long 
as Taiwan remains separate. 

--· Probably cause some governments to approve the . 
US position as contributing to a relaxation of 
Sino-US tensions. 

Disadvantages 

Stimul-ates the GRC and a majority of Taiwanese 
to react strongly against the US action, with 
the GR~ charging a betraya_l. 

~eriously und~~min~s the GRC .. standing in the 
UN and.probably rapidly erodes its bilateral 
relations. 

So long a~·Chiang. and Mao xemain in control, 
little chance exists that a political settle
ment would be seriously considered by either 
side. Even if Peking.offered to negotiate, 
the authority of the GRC under a successor to 
Chiang probably would be substantially weakened, 
should it be tempted to respond, by disagreement 
among mainlanders and by Taiwanese opposition. 
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Undermines US support, if a political settlement 
do7s not materi~lize, for the continued separate 
ex1stence of Ta1wan by the US having recognized 
it as part of China and by the impaired authority· 
of the GRC. 

Stimulates concern on the part of Japan, the 
Republic of Korea and the Philippines for the 
incr~ased threat to their sectirity posed either 
by the possibility of Chinese Communist control 
~f Taiwan or by internal instability whic~ could 
affect the us defense of the island. 

Might lead other governments to see the us as 
willing to "sacrifice an ally" for achieving a 
modu~ vivendi with Peking, a reaction which 
could undermine conf~dence in US purposes and 
policies in Asia. 

5 ~ Sugport for ·an independent· Taiv1an. We would take 
the position that Taiwa1 is not part . of China· an.d that 
the US would be opposed to any political settlement 
between the GRC and the PRC affectinq the status of 
Taiwan which is clearly not consiste~t with the desires 
of the ~~ople of Taiwan. 

We would make clear to both the GRC and PRC that we 
are prepared to maintain relations with bot~ governments 
on a de facto basis, and "VTe would seek to persuade third 
countries attempting to establish relations with Peking 
not to recognize its claim to soveteignty over ·Taiwan 
and to maintain relations with the government on Taiw~n. 

f 
/ 

,,.,. We would maintain our cornmi tment to the defense of 
Tahvan and the Pescadores, but seek actively to persuade 
the .GRC to reduce iti military establishment. to a level 
compatibie with eisential defensive requirements. 

We would increase support for Taiwan's continued 
... economic growt~and encourag~ its active involvement in 
._regional cooperation. we.would press the GRC to devote 
greater resources to these objectives and provide con
cessional economic assistance for this purpose. 

SSCRET 
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. We wou~d.press the GRC to permit a gradual change 
1n.the pol1t~ca~ structure on Taiwan to give the 
Ta1wanese major1ty a greater voice in the central 
government. 

Advantaqes 

Accords with the tendency of Japan, as well as 
a number of·other countries, to take a "One 
China, one Taiw2.n" position. 

Provides a basis for abng-tcrm 
limited US military presence on 
possibility of increased access 
basis for strategic purposes. 

although 
Tahvan with the 
on a conti~gency 

It would be supported by a majority of the 
Taiwanese people. 

Disadvantages 

Provokes strong PRC opposition to such a position 
as a hostile act; its immediate reaction probably 
would foreclose all possibility, at least in the 
short run, for even limited improvement in our 
relations and a relaxation of tension . 

Also provokes strong GRC opposition, and the 
consequent strain in US-GRC relations would for 
some time seriously prejudice our ability to 
influence its domestic and foreign policies. 

Radically undermines rationale for US opposition 
to Peking's entry into the UN as the representa
tive or China; we probably would be unable to 
"persuade the GRC to remain on any other basis. 
Loss of UN·membership could krode GRC bilateral 
relati.ons with third countries • 

Weakens iryternal authority of the GRC as a result 
of disagteement within the leadership over its 
future course and of increased Taiwanese pressure 
for a basic change in the political structure. 
This circumstance might impair our ability to 
provide an effective defense • 

Has a complicating impact on the divide~ states 
issue generally. 
-. 

S~CRO'f 
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ANNEX D 

TAIWAN AS A US MIIJITARY BASE 

THE ISSUE: At what level should a US military presence 
on Taiwan be maintained and should the US 
eeek to establish permanent bases there? 

1. Present Policy 

Present policy ensures· that access on a joint-use 
basis to GRC ground, air and seaport facilities, and 
that authority for transit (including passage rights 
and overflight privileges) are available to US forces 
when required for the defense of Taiv1an and the 
Pescadores. 

The US tises facilities on Taiwan for intelligence 
collection and as a part of our regional nuclear 
deterrent and strategic deployment, including, if 
necessary, as basing/staging areas for US ground, sea, 
~nd air forces to conduct military actions in East 
Asia. 

Alternatives 

2. Seek formal aqreement with the GRC to oermit the 
development bf permanent US bases, as contrasted with 
current limited joint-use of GRC bases, on Taiwan for 
use in meeting our defense commitment to the GRC and 
for'other strategic purposes . 

Advantaqes 
.. 

Permits us to,use Taiwan more readily as a 
substitute base for Okinawa or other existing 
offshore bases in the event these were denied 
to.the us. 

Provide§ ~reater insurance that bases on Taiwan 
would be Clvailable for use in any contingency~' 

Offers greater visibility and reassurance to 
some countries of US intent to deter overt and 
covert aggression. 

:liiitar 

-··----------~ ·--- ,__ 
---------- ..... 
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Might increase flexibility and speed in applying 
combat power in East Asia. · 

Increases GRC confidence in the US determination 
to meet its commitment to the defense of Taiwan 
~nd the Pescadores; might increase :: willing
ness of the GRC_ to reduce the size of its forces. 

Disadvantaoes 

Results in the PRC interpreting such an agreement 
as a hardening of the US position on the Taiwan 
issue,. . as further confirmation that the us 
policy is one of "encirclement 11 and that the US 
presence on Taiwan represents a potential threat 
to its security. · 

Might lead other countries to regard this as an 
unwelcome hardening of US attitudes toward the 
PRe·. 

ReducesUS flexibility in determining policy toward 
Taiwan because of our increased dependence upon 
Taiwan in military oper~tions and strategic 
planning. 

Lowers the threshold of US involvement. 

---Increases vulnerability of US forces to preemptive 
strikes by the PRC. 

Increa"ses gold outflow, required for base 
construction. 

3. increase the use.of bases and facilities on the present 
ioint~use basis. This would include nuclear-powered war
ship visits, additional familiarization and training 
flights and intermittent rotation of high performance air
craft, and.maintenance of a presence at Ching Chuan Kang 
(CCK) on a for.wa·.r'd operating. base status following the 

-en~ of hostilities in Viet-Nam. 

Advantages 

Increases flexibility in the deployment of air and 
naval forces in the Western Pacific either for 
close-in containment or an offshore defense 
strategy. 
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Reassures the GRC of US willingness and ability 
to meet its defense commitments. 

Disadvantages 

D-;3 

Heightens.PRC sensitivity to the US military 
presence on Taiwan, with the PRC concluding that 
this move shows a hardening of the US posture. 

Increases US vulnerability, due to the nature of 
such arrangements, to GRC political pressures, 
especially in the absence of a formal agreement 
permitting the US to locate forces within the 
Mutual Defense Treaty area for purposes other 
than the defense of Taiwan and the Pescadores. 

4. Reduce US military presence on Taiwan followina the 
end of hostilities in Viet-Nam, including the phase-out 
of currently utilized GRC facilities, to a level limited 
to requirements to meet our defense commitment to the 
GRC. -

Advantages 

Improves the atmo~phere of bS-PRC relations by 
indicating that US force buildup on Taiwan is 
related to the Viet-Nam war and does not signify 
US hostility toward the PRC. 

Decreases vulnerability of US forces to a PRC 
surprise attack • 

Reduces gold outflow. 

Dis·advanta.'ges 
,· 

-- L~ngthens tim~ required for US forces to react to 
PRe· aggression • 

Incurs a risk that the PRC will misjudge US 
resolve-a"'nd provoke a ·cris'is in the Strait area. 

Denies Taiwan bases to the US for use as part of 
our regional nuclear deterrent and in meeting 
strategic requirements elsewhere. 
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Reduces, to some extent, GRC confidence in the 
US determination and ability to meet its defense 
commitment, and leads to increased GRC efforts 
to strengthen its military for~es arid achieve 
"self-sufficiency." . 

5. Completely 0ithdraw the US military presence from 
Taiwan and the Strait area, continqent upon PRC willing
ness to agree to a mutual ~enunciation of force in the 
Strait area, while maintaining our defense commitment to 
Taiwan and the Pescadores but retaining only a small 
liaison group on Taiwan. 

Advantages 

Offers possibility that the PRC might be persuaded 
on this basis to set aside the Taiwan issue as an 
obstacle to an improvement in US-PRC relations. 

Decreases vulnerability of US forces to PRC 
surprise attack. 

Reduces risk of conflict in the Tah.;an Strait 
area. 

Disadvantaaes 

Does not affect the capabilities of the PRC, which 
might resort to the use of force despit..e its 
assurances. 

Impairs, by the loss of pre-positioned facilities, 
US ability to react quickly to a threat to Taiwan 
or elsE;!where • 

Severely shak~s GRC confidence in the US de-fense 
commitment, with possible adverse effects on 
domestic political stability. 

Might lftad other East. Asian governments to which 
we have defense commitments to interpret this 
development as presaging a shift to a strategy 
of deterrence from bases in the Mid-West Pacific. 

Degrades combat readiness of GRC forces, 
particularly in administration and logistics 
support; impairs US-GRC joint defense planning 
and operations, as well as intelligence collection 
.against PRC. 
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THE ISSUE: 

.AlWE..\ E 

OFFSHon;-:;: ISLANDS 

Should He m~ntain our nrcscnt nolic;r of nro·drl-
• J • 1 d 1 . .1... • • lnf.; mn. GGl~J.n nn Of:J.S vlC rtSSJ.S i::IJ.IlC/3 to thP. G}{[; 
in the 31.re11t of nn nrr!ed nttac}: nc~airt3~ th=3 
Offshm·.~s, r.'::ltEd.ninc::; c:h~-r,';ion urovid~dsy-th.; 
Pl"'esicl-9t~tio.l 1-~cs:;ap;·J·!F.and i?L the ~Tcint Go;J.r.ressiot'lr.:.-.1 
Rer.olutio;1 of 1955 to .::t:nlo-r US arm~~d forc.~s 
directly in ~h0ir defens~ i£ the ?r3sident considers 
this ''reau::_rcci or au::>r·onri.?.::e in ass!lPi~!G the~ 
dei'ense of' ii'or·r::osn. and t~~c .?escndores'' ? 

1 Pl'G~ o·r.t Do1 ~ ~"'T~B~ • .::. __ .... _ .. -.l.(.,. 

rle have no com."llitmcnt to defe!'!d. the Offshore Ir:ln.~1as • 

. ,.,. In reql.;.':1sting Congressional authority f'or this action, t!H~ 
·.?resident stated: "I do not suggest thnt the Unit3d States 

enlerga i~z defensive op~ration~ beyond ?ormosa and the 
r:>-gl"n·o~~-- as· 'P"ovid"'Q~ ·oy·th ... , ,.,r··:.~r,, n"""·· o:t·"'=~l.'t-tn~ ..... c:.f·J.·"''ina-i"n ..,c ~<,;.C:. .l.w;:; P• - ~ ..., J. J'""J O.J .:...<-. -·I.'J "'C'o' .!.-~<: 1,_"' t 

But, unhnl)pily, the dange1• of art~:;d attack directed azainst 
that r.:.rau. cornp ~ls us to take into acco~t closely rele. tad 
localiti~s arid actions which, u~d0r current conditio~s, miGh~ 
det9rmin3 the failure or the succ~ss of such an attack. The 
authox•i ty that may b~ accordod by th~ Co11,3ress Honld be used. 
only in situa~ions which are recoGnizable as parts of, or d~finit~ 
preliminaries to, an attack against the rr;.ain positions of For-
mosa and the P es·cadores ••• " . 
. ( 

-~ . . 
....... -... The GRC continuas to hold the r.1ajor Of'.fshor3 Islnnd groups of 
·Quemoy and.Natsu·,..,ith approximately 80,000 of its.best cornbat.:
rendy forces. Chiang I~ai-shek at tr.ches. gr•cat political sic;nif
icance to the retention of' these islands, ·vri th a civilian 
population of· appro~~imatcly 70,000 people, and has be:m umlilling 
to reduce significantly the size of the GHC garrison. At least 
so. long as Ch:l~:ng I_;.a1-shel~ remains i:r;I· control, tharc is no 
po~sibility that tbe GRC can be ·p9rsuadsd or forcsd to Hithi!.raH 
from th3 Offshore Islands in adven:::c or a PRC attacl:. 

The islands are militarily useful, but not essential, to the 
defense of Tah..ran and th·3 Pescadores. Their loss to Chines.J 
Com.'nu.nist attack could involve hoavy military losses for the 
GRC, as "t..rell as the Chines~· Com."Tlunists, and would be a serioun, 
but not f:a.tal, blow to GHC authority on 7ail-ran • 
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Since 1958, the Chinese Cornmunists have not made any 
serious threat to attack· tha GRC-held Off'sho1,e Islands. · The 
current es tima tc is tho. t a major Chines~ Corm1<.unis t assault 
against tho? isla..r1ds is unlikely. Cor:J.'llUnis t China has th~ 
capability, hoi·Tever 1 to es to.blish, 'Hi th little or no '1-rarning, 
an effective air, naval and artillery blockade of' the Offshores 
if' no US SU::>'.:>ort is corrJni tt:3d. If' the Chinese Communists 
should [:;a in· ail• SUp f3riori ty, combinGd 'tli th bombardm·:m t and 
an effective naval blockada, tha GHC probably could not 
m~intain a defens:1 pos turc for lone·3r t1um 30-60 daJs, ev<3n 
if US logistic and material sunoort wera delivered to within 
thre~ mil:.;s of th·~ islands, as"\.;as done in 1958. 

Th\3 primary Chin'3SC Communist obj·3ctive in mounti!1G sue!;. 
a threat agai'!1st th'3 Off'short"} Islands · .. rould be to Heal-:en the 
GTIC internally, strain the US-GfiC alliru1ce and place the US 
in a difficult position internationally. 

US participation in the defense of' ·~uemoy and Hatsu 
'Hill be limited to materiel and logistic ass.istancc to the 
GRC unl:Jss and until the aut~m:rity to.u.ssist dir3~tly i·lith 
combat forces is given by the President. 

The ?resid·::mtial det•3rmination to _assist directly or 
not to as:i.s t ld tll co~b:?. t fo:rc:es in thG def';~:r..sc of th:3 Of'.fsho:ra 
Islands Hould b-) r.;~de n.f'ter they vrer13 broue;h t U::ld:3r at tacl~ 
and within t'b..e ~ertns of the 1955 Joint R·3Solution. 

f 

·'f We have carefully ref'rained rrom any clarif'icntion or 
our in~entions with raspect to the orrshores publicly or 
privately,· either to the GHC or to the :?RC. 

.. . . ' 

We have. enc6urngad but, ·ii recent years, have not pr9ssed 
the GRC to r·3dUcG it:; forces on the Offshores. Since 1955 
we have not attempted to persuade the GRC to evac~ate th~se 
islands. _-

Advantages 

Pe:rmits !'le.xibility of response in the event of an 
· armed attack against the Offshorcs. 

. . 
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Deters Com.·nunist Chinn from launching a majo:r• 
attack 1 since this might lead to a direct conflict 
with. the US, which Paking wishes to avoid. 

Avoids placing a strain on US-GRC relations by 
not foreclosing the possibility of' US direct in
volvem~nt in the defense of' the Of'fshoros and by 
not pressin6 the GRC to reduce its forces or evacuate 
the islands • 

. Di sac. van tapes 

Provision of metericl and lcgistic assistance to 
the GRC defense and the cption of intervening direct
ly wi u~ combat .forces. ass~;.rrw the risks of confron
tation or conflict Hith Cor:u'1'iuni!3i; China. Tho 
islands are not sufficiently important to the defense 
of_Taiwan and the Pescadorcs or to US strategic 
needs to justify assuming these risks. Similarly, 
the nolitical co~s3cuences for the US end the GRC 
thaimight follc~ r;om a GRC defeat would not ba 
sufficiently severe to justify 2.s su.nling thes o risks. 

~The JCS believes: P~ovision of materiel and logistic 
assistancd to the GRC defenne and the ontion of in
tervenin.s dir1ctly Hith cornba t forces Houle: involve 
limited risks of confrontation anrl c~ly the remote 
nossibili ty of conflict 1..;ri th t!1e PRC. In vi cH 

of the importance of the islands militarily, polit
ically and psycholoDically, this rizk appears to 
be acceptable.:? 

Under these circu~stances, enables Comnunist China, 
by measures short of a mnjcr assault, to apply 
pressure on US-GRC relations ·and to place the US 
in.a difficult position internationally. 

Alternatives : 

-----2. Stat~ uublicly and in advance of a crisis th~t the us 
will assist in tha defense of the Off3hore Islan~5, in-
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· .. 
eluding th; use of coPlbRt forces directly if necessar·r. Nake 
clen!' t>Ubl1cl;r that \-!·3 HCUld not_ccme to the defense of th-3 
Of!'•·..,or""S in · · t .... · 1 • . ·••· ·-· ... a Sl. U:lvlOrl ~rovo.~ed oy a. GiW atta.cl-: agHirwt the 
mtnnlond • 

. Jl.dva.n tagcs 

Reduces the risk of the ?RC 1 s orovokin~ a crisis • • . • u 
1nvolv1.ng the Offshore Islands. 

Improves relations >·rith the GRC. 

Disaclvantages 

Strengthens PRC susp1c1ons that the US may threaten 
its security and reduces substantially any possibility 
of negotiations on other issues. 

By-com~itting the US, reduces US flexibility of 
response. 

Leads many governments to disapprove this action as a 
hardening of the US position toHard the ?RC and as 
possibly increasing tensions. 

3. Maintain our oresent nolicy with r~soect to US oartici
oation in ths defense of the C~fsbores, bu~ clarify our 
intiJn~ions bv cautioning t~e G~tC urivately thnt the~ li.-3 is less 
1H:9ly t~an in .l95o to -oroo;.ride either mat·3riel and loz,istic 
as sis tal1Ce or to in t-:Jrvene directly in the de fens c of the 

/Islands. 

Advantages 

--Gives· th~ GRC official and advance notice of possible 
limitations onour willingness to assist in the defense 
of the Offshores, reducinG the chances or UHC rniscal-

. culation i~ the event o~ a c~isis. 

--In the avent of a crisis, might lead the GRC to be 
more cautious in committing itself at an early stage 
to r: lat ditch stand, having been prepared psycholog
ically for the possible nead to withdraw if US support 
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is not forthcoming. 

Some'tvhnt improves our ability to avoid becoming 
involved. 

Dinadvantagcs 

Places some strain on US-GRC relations. 

E-5 

Should the US warning become known to the PRC, might 
lead th~ PRC to create tension in the are~ for the 
purpos.J of testing US intentions and strainine US-GRC 
relations. 

Does not resolve the basic policy problem since the 
GRC would not significantly reduce·its forc0s, much 
less abandon the i3lnnds, and rnight incr~ase its 
corn.'ni t~1ent of suglies and forcas to the islands. 

4· Inform ths GRC orivat9lY Rnd in advance· of a crisis 
that the US wi~l not ~rovid~ m~:eri~l and lo~istic su~~ort. 
in the d 0.f'ons.3 of th '3 Cffsi:oros for~vF..:>."~i or-:!aiHau .'3.nd t.::1a 
Pes cMlor-:::s and thn. t. th ·3 U.S ;.;ill ::10 -c cor.n:1i t co~"lba t i"orct}S 
~ir~ctly to orovent-the loss of the Offshor3s. 

,.,· 
( 

.( 

Advantages 

Reduces the risks of confrontation or conflict with 
Communist China in the event of an Offshore IslP ... i''ld. 
crisis provoked by either tne ·Chinese Conr:nunis ts or 
the GRC. 

Might l~ad the GRC to consider some reduction of its 
forces on the islands, although the GRC would not 
evacuate them in advance of a Chinesa'communist attack. --.Hight increase GRC willingness to withdraw in the 
event of a protracted bombardment and air/naval 
block~de and befora its defense oosture had seriously 
deteriorated. · 

... 
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Dis ad vr:m tages 

Eliminates the flexibility of response which we now 
have. 

Places a serious strain on US-GRC relations, although 
the GRC reaction would be limited by its continued 
reliance on the US for the defense ~f Taiwan and the 
P e scadores. 

11ight load tho GRC to decide to increase ·its forces 
sharply on the Offshores in advance of a crisis. 

:Hight stro~gly te:n.?t tho PRC, if it learns of the 
US decision, to launch an attack for the purpos-:- of 
seizing th·3 islands and ·Heakening the GRC inter·nally, 
straining US-GRC relations and giving th~ appearance 
ofhav~ng successfully cl~allenged the US.";-

US failure to assist in the defensa-·at;n.inst ~!l attack 
or to prevent. the loss of th-3 Offs!1or-3s mieht create 
doubt as to US intenticns to resist Chinese Col':'lr.lUnist 
agBression 1 particulaPly amone those sovBrnments in 
East Asia which assL:.me that the US wo:1ld support the 
GRC despite the a.bse:1ce of a formal cor. .. '1li tment to 
defend the Offshores. 

l- 'l'he JCS believes: PRC success .in taking the Off
shores might encourage them to embax•k on adventures 
elseHhei•e, thus inc~easint; the risk of direct US in
vo~ vement. -/.. ' 

'.!- .If the PRC should launch at attack, the GRC would sus
tain heavy los_ses, red~cing its.ca:>llbilities to contribut-3 tc 
the de!'ense ot Taiwan and the Pescadores. This \-tould require 
substantial increa-se in US military assistance and, until 
GRC forces were recon~tituted, a compensating deplo~~8nt of 
US air and naval forces to the area • 
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· · 5. Similar to (h) but with a nublic announcement of our 
C"·~· . rtt . .r> • 

pou~~.~~on, al. :er ln.;,orrnnr; tho G!W. 

( 

.I 

Advantac;es 

Sarno a? in (4), but places the GRC under ereater 
domest1c and international pressures .to reduce its 
forces, and even to Hi thci.rn.w. In addition, some 
governments probably vtould cpprove this action a3 
reducing the possibility of a major Sino-US conflict 
over the Offshores. 

Hinimizes the shock effect on some countries of a US 
.failure to support the GHC in a crisis. 

Dis ad var1 t.nr;es 

Loses the flex~bili ty of response Hhich vle noH have. 

?laces a serious strain on US-GHC relatior-.s, 1vithi:1 
the limitations noted in (4), while brin2ing about a 
campaign of political presnur~Js, on Tahran and i:-1 
the US, to attempt to f'orce a reversal of our policy. 

Hight lead the GRC to decide to increase sharply its 
forces on the Offshores in advance of a crisis. 

Increases the chances of a Chinese Comnunist probe 
to test US intentions. Assured that the US l-:ould not 
intervene, Communist China probably v:ould step up 

· military ·pressure to seize the islands in the hope 
of "~ ea_1{:ening . ~he' GRC in terne.lly.. ·:~ 

Might.lead som3 other governm~nts, including the PRC, 
to misinterpret the US decision as presaging a shift 
in policy in: th~ direction of a "one China, one Taiwan" 
position • .....-Our efforts to improve relations vrith the 
PRC would not be inr.:>roved and the international position 
of the GRC might be-adversely affected. 

·~· See footnote on page E-6 · 
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L- The JCS believes: PRC success in takinG the orr
shores might encourage the Chinese Communists to 
emb?.rlt on adventures elsevrbere, thus increaslng the 
risk of direct US in•:olvement.-7 
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ANNEXF 

DIPLOMATIC CONTACT AND RELATIONS WITH 'IBE PRC 

THE ISSUE: At what level should djplomatic contact and relations 
be maintained with the PRC? 

1. Present Policy 

The US has no formal diplomatic or consular relations with the 
PRC. Our only official contact at present is through the Ambassadorial
level meetings held in Warsaw. These have now been in suspense since 
January 1968. Between meetings, however, ad hoc communication is 
maintained between our resoective Embassies in Warsaw. We wish to 
revive the Ambassadorial-level meetings on a regular basis as soon as 
possible. 

American officials abroad are authorized to participate in social 
activities with Chinese officials wherever this can be done without 
attracting undue attention. Chinese diplomats, however, are explicitly 
enjoined fro~ any contact with Americans ou~side of Warsaw. 

Alternatives 

2. Await Peking initiative to renew or exoand dinlomatic contacts and 
conversations, with US resoonse keyed to some indication of chanqe in 
Peking's position. 

Advantages 
( 

I' 

. -- Avoids image.pf US weakness in appear~ng to pursue the Chinese 
despite repeated rebuf.fs. 

Is consistent with the fact that unyielding Chinese attitudes during 
the past years of discussions and at present indicate little like
lihood of progre~s in resolving key i~sues unless Chinese first 
change their own posture. . 

Reassures the GRC and some other Asian countries which believe 
the US should take a harder line toward the PRC. 

Reassures Soviets that US is not developing Sino-US entente against 
the USSR. 

SECRET 
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Disadvantages 

Leaves the initiative all in Chinese hands, forces the US to take 
a passive "waiting'' position and poses the prospect of continuing 
stalemate. 

!f and when Peking does propose a new meeting, leads to greatly 
mcreased domestic and international pressure on the US to take 
some major new move to be '' responsive 11 to a supposed new 
Chinese "conciliatory'' posture. 

Suggests to Chinese Communist leaders that the p_resent US 
administration is less interested in diplomatic. conta.cts than 
previous administrations and re-enforces the position of those 
in Peking who wish to avoid change in relations with the US. 

Strengthens domestic and foreign criticism of continued US 
"isolation" of Peking. · 

3. Offer to increase frequency of talks with the Chinese in order to 
probe any PRC interest in developina new aooroaches for dealinq VJith 
outstandinq issues. i\ttemnt to open up new points of diolomatic 
contact including ad hoc v1orkina level official or unofficial missiOr!S 
.to Peking for soecial purooses. 

Advantages 

"'··' 
Strengthens credibility of continuing US interest in improving 
relations with Peking and resolving outstanding issues . 

---

- .. 
" . 

Provides opportunity for the US to take the initiative in making 
proposals which we conside:: in our interest and directly to probe 
ChiCom attitudes and positions on ·current issues. 

Offers possibl-eopenings for Peking leaders to undertake or 
·respond to initiatives which otherwise might not be presented to 
them. 

."Provides·-·an opening- to indicate us ·acceptance. ·o·f--Peking' s 
·de facto position on the~~ainland and to upgrade relations 
with the PRC • 

.. 
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Provides, particularly if special missions to Peking are accepted 
by the PRC, a wider .opportunity to meet ·with PRC officials and 
to probe informally Chinese attitudes toward the US. 

Indicates US intention to negotiate with and deal with the PRC as 
actively as with the Soviets. 

Disadvantages 

( 
.( 

Increases uncertainty among some- Asian countries as to 
whether the US is considering a major change in its China 
policy and risks a possible decline in confidence in US commit
ments. Belief that US policy to·ward the status of Peking might 
be undergoing change could weaken international support for the 
GRC. 

Provokes strong GRC opposition, particularly to any proposal 
for special US missions to Peking and, whether· or not Peking 
accepts the proposal, the GRC would interpret it as foreshadowing · 
a major change in US policy adverse to its interests . 

Is very unlikely, under present circumstances, to elicit favorable 
Peking response. US initiatives might be interpreted by sorpe 
Peking leaders as an indication that the US was under increasing 
domestic and foreign pressure to make concessions, leading 
Peking to harden its determination not to change its present 
policies. 

4. Propose to raise diDlomatic contacts to a hioher level, including 
.a ForeignMinisterial meetinq after J2rior pr~oaration at the Ambas
sadorial level, and to open up channels for exchanges of visits by 
special high-level reo~esentatives. 

Advantages __.. 

Might encourage Peking, whether or not it immediately accepts 
the proposal, to undertake a major reassessment of Sino-US 
relations on the basis that the proposal, which implicitly acknow
ledges major international status for the PRC, represents an 
important change in the US pos~tion .. 

SECRE'J' 
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Provides greater intelligence access to mainland China. 

Provides means of encouraging Sino- US trade. 

PRC acceptance of this proposal without requiring the US to abandon 
its.defense commitments to Taiwan would symbolize a fundamental 
change in PRC policy and open new avenues for resolving the Taiwan 
question. 

Dj sad vantages 

f 
. / 

Erodes international support for the GRC in the UN and erodes the 
GRC's bilateral relations with third countries .. 

Elicits strong GRC and ROK hostility. 

Is likely to precipitate rapid moves by other US allies in Asia to 
improve relations with the PRC, leading to pressure for removal of 
US military facilities and, possibly, to reconsideration of alliance 
relationships with the US. 

In this case, leads to the loss of a number of facilities and of ability 
to react rapidly to possible future aggression in the area. 

. . . .. . . . 
If development occurs during a period of sharp Sino-Soviet 
tension,stirnulates major reassessment by the USSR of Soviet 
policies to'tvard both the US and the PRC with possible 
ueterioration in US-USSR relations . 

... 



ANNEX G 

CHINA AND THE UN 

·. THE ISSUE: What policy should the US adopt on Chinese repre-
sentation in the UN7 

1. Present Policy 

We oppose vigorously all efforts \vhich \vould have· the 
effect of substituting the PRC for the GRC in the Security 
Council, General Assembly, other UN bodies or the Specialized 
Agencies. We have also refrained from any extensive effort to 
dispel of 'tvidespread assumption that the US opposes any form 
of PRC membership in the UN at this time, but we have, never
theless, overridden strong GRC obj~ctions to vote but not work 
for proposals for a study committee which in theory might 

_propose ·a form of d\.:ia-r··representation. 

Given the voting structl.]re of the General Assembly, we 
have no asstirance that our present policy o~ any of the 

. possible options will succeed in preserving a position for the 
GRC in the UN. Our current policy avoids the potential threat 
which PRC participation would pose to the UN's capacity to 
function and holds open the door for an eventual PRC and GRC 
acceptance of some form of dual representation. 

Alternatives 

2.
1 

Make emphatically clear that the US objects to any form 
pf' UN membership for the PRC until it changes its policies. 
Hold to this position as long as possible and accept defeat 
rather than adopt a position which would risk GRC withdrmval. 

Advantages 

Maintains _best possible rapport with the GRC on this 
issue and appeals to many anti-Communist Asian states. 

Minimizes the basis for GRC criticism of the US if 
and when Peking is admitted at the expense of Taipei. 

Continues to avoid the adverse effects that PRC 
membership would have o~ the functioning of the UN. 

SECRET 
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Disadvantag~s 

Appears even more anti-PRC than US policy of the 
past few years. 

G-2 

Jeopardizes support for the GRC in the General 
Assembly from those countries favoring the admission 
of the PEC but opposing the GRC 1 s expulsion. 

3. Continue present policy ·until such time as this approach 
appears to be in serious jeopardy and only then acquiesce in 
an implicit t.._.Jo-Chinas tactic tvhereby the Assembly tvould 
register Hillingness in principle to admit the PRC 'tvithout 
guestioning continued GRC participation. 

I 
. I 

Advantages 

Might conceivably be accepted· by the GRC so long as 
the Assembly refrains from action to meet the PRC 1 s 
terms, and vmuld thus avert PRC admission at the 
expense of the GRC. · 
Might help to sustain support in the Assembly against 
proposals for simple substitution of the PRC for the 
GRC. 

Disadvantages 

Risks a GRC tvithdra't.;ral from the UN or some GRC gesture 
having the same ultimate effect . 

Is not adequate 'to st'abilize the situation for long in 
eithe~ the General Assembly or Security Council. 

4. While continuing to oppose simEle substitution of the PRC 
for the GRC, indicate a willingness to acquiesce in an explicit 
pro'e_osal fo2!- dual representation, with the PRC rather than the 
9RC as the logical contender for China's seat in the Security 
Council. 

Advantages 

Appeals to many as accommodating our UN policy to the 
reality of our bilateral relations. 

-SECRET" 
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Helps sustain support in the Assembly for continued 
efforts to block simple substitution of the PRC for 
the GRC, thus assisting efforts to keep the door 
open for some separate status for Taiwan in the 
future. 

Disadvantage~ 

Almost surely jeopardizes, while Chiang Kai-shek 
lives, continued GRC participation in the UN, thus 
bringing on the very result it is designed to avoid. 

Represents, in the PRC's vieHs, not a conciliatory 
US gesture but rather an attempt to formalize the 
separation of Tahvan fro!f! the mainland. 

5. Acquiesce in the PRC taking China's seat in the Security 
Council as well as the Ge~eral Asserrbly, if possible with a 
provision for some form of representation for Taiwan in the 
General Assembly but not making this a condition. 

. ( 

Advantages 

Appears to the PRC and other countries as a major 
change in US-China policy. 

--. In leading to PRC entry into the UN, probably also 
opens the way for PRC participation in other multi-

~ lateral activities . 
.. 

·1-1ight lead, in c9njunction ~·1ith other efforts, to 
improvement in US-PRC relations~· 

-
Removes "Chinese representation" as a source of UN 
controversy ... 

.---' 
Disadvantages 

Causes a major cr1s1s in US-GRC relations, including 
charges of violating commitments, with effects on 
other friendly states in Asia • 

Might eliminate the prospect of ever achieving any 
form of representation for Taiwan in the UN system. 

SECRET-
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Might result in attempts by PRC to push for UN 
action to confirm its sovereignty over Tai·h'an. 

Gives the PRC a veto in the Security Council and 
offers other opportunities to frustrate the 
functioning of the UN. 

G-4 



ANNEX H 

TRADE 

THE ISSUE: What should be US trade policy 
toward the PRC? 

1. Present Policy 

Current executive regulations in effect since the 
Korean War prohibit not only the direct sale or trans
fer of goods between the United States and China, but 
also forbid transactions involving foreign organiza
tions or individuals designated by the Treasury De
partment as representing Chinese Communist interests. 
These restrictions also regulate financi~l transactions 
with Communist China on the part of foreign subsidiaries 
of American firms. 

Since 1961 we have on separate occasions indicated 
our willingness to sell grain and certain pharmaceuticals 
to Peking· on humanitarian grounds. Although in the mid--
1950s Peking demanded an end to the US trade embargo, 
Chinese officials have on several occasions in more 
recent years denied any interest in commercial relations 
with the US. 

Alternatives* 

2. Gradual removal of restrictions on trade including 
third country controls. 

Selectiv~ removal of those controls which are least 
1 
effective and pose the greatest foreign policy problems 

~·' might include: 

Controls on foreian subsidiaries, eliminating the 
extraterritorial aspects of our trade regulations while 
continuing-to prevent direct US-PRC trade and Peking's 
access to US dollars; 

Bunkerinq r-es.trictions, enabl"ing US oil companies 
-to compete for bunkering of ships and aircraft which 
are now proscribed under the regulations; 

• No alternative representing Intensified Deterrence 
an1 Isolation is offered in this section because such an 
alternative is not practicable, especially since the US 
does not have the ability effectively to extend third 
country.embargoes on trade with China. 

SECRE:L 
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Liberali~ation of US tourist purchases, relaxing 
present requ~rements prohibiting purchases of Chinese 
manufactured goods to permit American tourists abroad 
to purchase Chinese goods in limited quantity; 

H-2 

Selective reduction of controlJ.ed items, permitting 
a more J.iberal licensing policy for specific items such 
as food grains, agricultural machinery, pharmaceuticals 
and chemical fertilizer, perhaps linked with a similar 
liberalization of import licensing for certain mainland 
goods which would allow for a gtadual development of 
trade, balancing imports and exports. 

Advantages: 

Removes the irritant which extraterritorial 
aspects of our present trade controls represent 
in our relations with allied countries, particu
larly those, like Canada, where US investment 
is-heavy. · 

Might lead to Chinese trade with US subsidiaries 
abroad. 

Indicates US desire for increased ·contacts and a 
reduction in tensions with PRC and holds open the 
door for more extensive relaxation of controls 

·--~~--:~_he ·event of a positive Chine~e response. 

• 

-- :so-fte.ns. the. irripact- on _the GRC of ··a. ch~n9e i~~-policy. 

Lib~ralization of restrictions on tourist 
purchases eliminates or substantially reduces 
an irritant to American citizens travelling 
abroad.~nd simplifies a cumbersome and ex
p~nsive adm.~nistrative procedure. 

Disadvantages: 

Reduces the political impact on the Chinese 
Communist leadership that might be achieved by 
the elimination of restrictions in one step. 
China remains subject to special controls not 
applied to other governments. The remaining 
controls have little effect once the. over-all 
structure of the embargo is weakened, and 
enforcement becomes progressively more difficult • 

. 
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3. , Remoye all cont7ols but those on strategic goods. 
Unaer th1s alternat1ve, we would permit American com
mercial interests to engage in non-strategic import 
and export trade with China, enter into financial 
transactions involving US dollar instruments, and ship 
goods to and from China in US flag vessels. Removal 
of foreign assets controls would be limited to current 
transactions, leaving blocked those funds now held 
pending an over-all settlement of outstanding claims 
by our two governments. 

Advantaqes: 

Permits US firms and foreign subsidiaries to 
compete with European, Japanese and other 
suppliers for sales in non-strategic goods to 
Communist China and to those agencies 6utside 
China which represent Chinese interests. 

Removes a specific "anti-Chinese" aspect of US 
policy and represents a unilateral US move 
widely recognized as symbolizing heightened US 
interest in increased contacts and a reduction 
in tensions with the PRC. 

Di sad·.rantages: 

Does not necessarily lead to Sino-US trade or to 
increased contacts. 

If it leads to trade, enables PRC to earn badly 
needed foreign exchange. 

If interpreted as a major conciliatory gesture 
towar~.Peking, might weaken support by some 

·.other countries for US positions on Chinese 
representa~io~ in the UN and·on controls on 
str.ategic goods. 

Represents, in GRC eyes, a change in US China 
policy,_which it woul9 oppose. 

SECR5'f' 
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( A ) ~10 D I F i c A TI 0 N 0 F FA c R E G Y·:<', vr ·j 0 N s T 0 p E R ~n r . A 1-l E R r c A N s. 
TR~VELL!NG OR RES~OENT:ABROAD TO PURt~AS~ CHI-~ESE•TYP£ 
~OODs· !N Li1-1!TED ~UAN"f!TIES FOR t~ONcC011MERCIAi..· IMPORT' 
1 NTO us o A110urH· ~o:ouLo BE: L 1 t1I TEo ro DDLS. • 00 PER MONTH' 
IT· WOU~D NoT· PE~M!T IMPORTS B~ EER~ONS IN 0so 'FiGURE OF 
DOLS 100 PER MONTH IS SMiE· AS VALUE. OF GOODS i..r.ER!CAN iOURjsT~. 
t.t J D RES I DE 1-H S A 8 ~ 0 AD A R ~ ~ L L 0 \·!ED T 0 i i1 P 0 ~ !' !·! 1 T H 0 U ·,· . D U T 'f I N 
AI~Y MONTH 0 

fBJ PROVISION OF BLANKET AUI~ORiZATiON fo VA~iDAfE; FOR 
TRAVEL'.TO MAlNLAND CHtNAr PASSPORTS-OF CONGRESSMEN~ MEMBERS OF 
r E A c H r N G P R oF E s s 1 o ~-~, s c H o L ~- R s "' h H F o s ·i· .. G R" 6 u ;:, r E · o E G R E E s 
AND S'iUDENTS CURREN'i'L \-~- E~!ROLLED IN Co!...LEGES ArW UN lVERS'!TiES;· 

·I - . - .. . .. -
SC!IE!Ji"!SiS At·:o ~iED!CAL' DOCTORS Ar..JD Ar~ERICAN RED CROSS REPRESENT"' 
-ArjrvEs:. oiHERWI.S(· .•. RESTR'rcncms~or:: TRAVEL! To· ~iAH.JL~t--:D CHIN;,, 
NOrTH KOREA; NORTH V!ET•NAM AND CUBA; RENEWED ON MARCH 15 . 
F 0 I A FER! 0 D q F. ? r X 1-i 0 ~~ T H ~ ;,. ~ E /·1 A i N I N E F F ~ c rQ 
FO~ FURTHER BACK~RO~N6· DETAILS, ~oy MA~ D~AW AS NECESSARY 
ON Gui6ANCE PREPARED FOR DEPAR7MENi SPOKESMAN BEING SENT 
SEPiEL•. 

3o TN EXPLAINING S!G~l!FICANCE OF THESE CH/;NGESJ Hi8ASSY 
~ s i~ o u 1 D Po ItH o u ,.. :-HAT FA c R E c: L'! .. j r I o r:J s oN TouR i s T P L' R c :-: ;, s E s 
or--c~!~ESE<-TYPE GooDSHAVE BEEN LoNG'"STA~DiNG soURcE_oF 
IR~;TATION TO AM~RICAN CITIZENS, WHO· OFTEN FOUND THAT 'THEY 
HA6-~JO~ATE6 ~CC!DENiAL[y·~~C REGULAf!ONS B~ PURCHASING. 
CHt~~SE COMMUNIST GOODS~ MOREOVER, pRACTICAL· EFFECT OF THESE 
RE~UCATiONS H~S 6rr-:INISHED stEADiL~ ~S SUCH riooDS H~VE 
8 E C 0 11 E Ir~ C R E /, S l N G L Y A \'A I L A B L E I 0 A 1-l E R ! C AN T 0 U R I S T S: AND 
R r.: s r o::: N ~- s .I N M "NY P At<r s oF ~oR L o _, .. A c I P.·c u M s T f.. i J c E ~o: 1-: 1 c H HAs 
GR~AlLY.!NCREASEti DIFFICULTIES 0~. EN~ORC!NG REGULATiONSo 
WE R~G~RD iHlS MODiFlCATION OF F~C REGULATIONS, T~EREFORE, 
AS E;SENTIALLV AN .ADMiNfST~ATfvE MEASURE REMOViNG WHAT HAS 
BEEN FOR M~NY AMERICANS AN ANNOYiNG ~ND LITTLE•UNDERSTOOD 
cor-;srR;.iNT uPoN' THEIR __ FRr:Eoo~1. ro PuRcHASE i.sRoAD iTEMs oF 
NOMINAL VALUE FO~ THEiR.?ERSONAL· USE. . 

If o pART !f. L R E 1~ 0 V A L 0 F: T RAVE l f1 E S :· R ! (: T1 0 N S i S C 0 N S I S i EN T \·: l T H 
OUR P~EV!OUS EXPRESSIONS OF WILLiNGNESS TO F~tiL!TATE AN 
EXCH~NG~ OF PERSO~S WiT~ COMMUNiST CHiNA WHiCH WE HOPE ~OULD 
CONTRiBUTE TO GRCWTH OF BETTER UNDERS7~NDING ON BOTH SIDES. 
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IN RECENT YEARSJ WE H~V~ YA~IDATED 1NDIV16UALLY MORE THAN 
300 PAS~PDRIS FO~ JDUBNALIST~j ·S2HOL~R~; DOCTORS ~Nci OTHERS 
HAV!NG A REASONABLE PURPOSE !N WiSHING TO TF~AVEL ·ro CO~:t·:UNJST 
C~!NA ~UT~ WlTH FEW EXCE?fioNS$ ~E~ING HAS REfUSED ENTRY io 
A~-~! US ; C li I Z E N S • - I T j S UN LI J.\ E L 'r'. T H A T 0 U R A C T i 0 N H I L L . B E 
MET BY AN CHANGE lN.COMr1UN!s7'· CHjNA~S UNWILLiNGNEss· TO GRM~T 
V!SA~ JO AMERiCAN CITiZENS~ .NO~ETHE~ESS; 11 WILL SERVE-TO 
Ll N DE R S C 0 R E THAT. I "I . I S C 0 M i1 UN ! S r (:Hi N A ~ s H 0 S 7 l L I T Y T 0 :-1 A R D US 

ANci ~or· OUR Po~IC!ES HHicH O~~TRuCT D~VELOP~ENf· 0~ PEACEFui· 
C 0 NT A C -~· S • ! N. T H I S · R E S P E Ci, HE 8 E l i E V E T H A i . C 0 NT R A S ·r. THUS· -
PRESEN7tD ~ETWEEN ~EKIN~ 1 S P03TU~E AND THAT" OF· 0s WiLL SERVE 
TO REDU~E SOME· OF Dl$TORTiON ~N6 PUB~IC .CRITI~iSM OF OUR· 
POLicY TOWARD CO~MUNIST.CHINAo . -. 

• .I . . 

5·· YOU SHOULD ~1~.KE ~LEAR- fo HOST G0VERNr·1Ei~TS THA ·j-· THESE 
A C i I 0 N S ! NV 0 l V E N 0 · CHAN ~ E l N 0 U R SUP p 0 R T F 0 H T ~IE REP U B LI C 0 F 
CHINAo 

6 o YOU SHOULD NOTE T 0 HOS r· GOVERN/'!ENT S THAI h'E ALSO ! NFOH;·: i!W 
GOVERNM~NJS OF OiHER ADDRESSEE PoSTSo-

7~ ~OR TAiPEis IN viEw LiMiiED N~TuRE THIS ~CTION AND ou~ ' 
o' E S ! R E . T 0 D 1 S (: 0 U R A. G E G R C AS' M U 6r AS p 0 S S I 8 L E .. f- R 0 ~I 0 V E F': .., 

.· ~ R E A c T I I·J G ~ w E BEL i E v E i T. pRE F E R A 8 L E -:. y 0 u .. i N F 0 R ~I G R c T H R 0 (I G H 
'MOF"A. AT WHATEVER LEVEL~ You, THiNK· APPROPRIATE:. You MAY WISH 

TO NO"rE THAT' IN RECOG'N!-:"ioN OF GRCfS.fNTEREST.., \olE WIS!-:ED ... ----·-· --
PROVIDE MORE tOM?~E"rE B~CKGROUND 0~ OUR TH!~KiNG THAN 
w I L L · a c: z r-1 o i c A i u) i N 8 R r E F · P u 9 L ! c · ANNo u N c n: EN i o 

8 ~ FOR HONG KONG I WE NOW F0RESEEE• LITTLE CHANGE l N CCO 
PROCEDURES, WE: WiLL, 0~ COU~SE; CONSULT WliH ECONO~F ON 
ANY IMP~!CAT!QNS ~S ACTION M~Y H~VE FOR HONG KONGo 

-~. ----- ___ .. __________ -----
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SECRH UNCLASSIFIED YiliEN ~l'l'4CI-i~l'S 

.ARE DETACHED ~-----~-··--·- ·· ·--= 

NSSM 14 - US China .. Policy 

(less TABS) 

On 17 June t.he NSC Staff made a revisibn of the summary (but not 

annexes) of the IG/EA draft forwarded on 30 April~ and requested 
.. 

DOD (and other addressee) comments. The DOD-proposed version of 

23 June was again revised by the NSC Staff on 11 August. 

The attached draft indicates those parts of the DOD-proposed ver-

sian which were deleted (by line-out) or added (by line-in) in 

the NSC draft of 11 August. 
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--Srt(-+Q-:t-RH'ET'-~.- UN CLASS IF' I ED WHEN ATTAt:H.W-i:J.'~ 
ARE D.ETACHED ··--· • 
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SECRET 

I PROBLEM 

China is not today a major economic power nor, except in certain 
applications of its land army, is its military power on a par with that of 

.the U.S. and the USSR. States in Asia, however, feel the weight of China's 
looming mass, and others believe China has a claim to great p01,1er status, 
including representation in the UN Security Council. Hany Americans agree. 
The U.S. has had a special concern since the 19th Century, complicated 
by a mystique that has sometimes distorted our sense of what China is and 
should be; since the Korean War, however, Communist China and the U.S. 
have been in an acl,:.;;rsary relationship. U.s. policies toward China affect to 
some extent our relations with virtually all third countries. The policies 
of the U.S. tot.rard most of Asia are closely related to the kind and degree 
of threats that Peking may present to the U.S. or other countries in the area. 

The appropriate U.S. policy towardS China depends on anst,Yers to the 
following questions: ~~at are the U.S. interests relating to China? H~,1 
do the policies of China today affect these interests? How might Chinese 
policies evolve over the short and long term? How can the U.S. advantageously 
influence that evolution? How does present U.S. China policy--and how would 
alternative policies--affect our interests with regard to third countries, 
particularly the communist and non-communist states of Asia and the Soviet 
Union? This paper examines these questions in considering the possible range. 
of U.S. objectives and options in our relations with China. 

!:_I 

' ( 

"Short-" and "long-term" are not easily defined. They could be 
interpreted as ~fao and post-Hao era. ¥e~-~~fpeses-ef-~hfs~pepe~;-ehey 
have-been-u~ed-te-fndfeate-~~e--and-pest-Vie~nam-set~±~ment,-~eeegnf~ing 
the~-this-begs-the-questiens-ef-~ime-an6-type-ef-set~±ement7 or in some 
cases, as pre- and post-Viet Nam settlement. 

-SECREt-
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SEC REf 
II PREHISES AND FACTORS* 

Premises 

Current hostility between the U.S. and the People's Republic of 
China (PRC) stems from a number of causes including U.S. support for 

'the Republic of China (GRC) and comndtment to defend Taiwan; the Korean 
War; an array of conflicting ideological premises and national objectives 
including t.lte-FRG.!.&-aeee~t-anee-ef.-f.eree-a.5'-a-ieg±t±mate-±nstrmrrerrt-of 
se~~F~~g-i~&-gealsr-aaG-Y~s~-ee~ease-eemm~&ffiea~s-ia-As~a. Peking's endorse
ment of armed revolutions, and U.S. defense commitments in Asia. Although China 
faces serious probl~u~ in national economic development, it will continue 
to be ruled by a Conununist government and "to1ill gradually become stronger 
militarily, possibly acquiring a substantial stc.ckpile of nuclear weapons 
and long-range missiles within the next fifteen years. Peking's policies 
toward the Un;i.ted States may moderate somewhat under a pos t-:Hao leadership, 
but Chinese efforts to assert their influence in Asia will result in rivalry 
with the U.S. a~e-~t&-allies regardless of the nature of the Peking regime. 
Whatever the PRC's actual intentions and capabilities, most other Asians 
are uneasy about mainland China's long-range objectives in the area, and 
this concern is reinforced by China's encouragement of revolutionary 
movements in Southeast Asia and else\vhere. As China's pov1er gro\vs, there 
will be an increasing tendency on the part of other states to recognize 
the PRC as representing "China", even at the expense of the GRC. 

Chinese Objectives and Capabilities 

The present Peking regime wants other Asian states to acconunodate 
their policies to those of the PRC and eventually model their societies 
and governments on that of Communist China. Peking wants to be treated as 
a major world power and as the primary source of revolutionary ideological 
leadership, and to gain control of Taiwan. China has provided a limited 
input of funds and training for insurgencies around its border and given 
selective economic assistance to governments whose attitudes it seeks to 
infl~ence. It has also engaged in similar activity in other LDC's, 
es.pe'cially in Africa. Thus t'ar these efforts have met with little success. 

Peking has the ability to launch. a major armed attack against any of 
its immediate neighbors, but we have no evidence of PRC intent to expand 
its borders of pursue its objectives by armed conquest, except possibly 
for Taiwan. Peking thus far has not used its limited nuclear weapon~ 
capability directly to threaten other Asian states. 

~ 
..... 

* For a fuller discussion of premises and factors involved in U.S. 
China policy, see Tab A. 

\ 



3ECREi 1 

The PRC's ability to attain its objectives is limited by 1) severe 
economic problems, particularly in agriculture; 2) political confusion 
internally and ineptness externally imposed by Haoist ideology; and 3) a 
military capability geared largely to defensive operations by its huge 
land army and constrained by increasing domestic responsibility for the 
armed forces • 

3 

There ~s substantial agreement that those aspects of Chinese policy 
that adversely affect U.S. interests are unlikely to change over the short 
run and that, in the long run, no matter how Chinese policy may evolve, 
U.S. and Chinese interests will remain in conflict in substantial respects. 
However, over the next five to ten years, depending in part on when Mao 
dies, certain changes are possible. These are pre::sented below in the form 
of two contrasting alternatives.-~~i~he~-of-whi~-is-~~ry-likel¥~--~~at-is-mo~~ 
~~kely-is-aa-e~~l~t~~R-~y~ng-be~eeR-~Re-~o-e~t*emesy-p*gbably-~a~o+p~~a~~RS·· 
QlOmQatg-of-oa~b-s~QRa~io~--0R~-possible-Gombiaa~ion-~among-m4R¥~-~s-also
desG~ibea~~ It is recognized that neither alternative is likely to emerge 
in toto as described. What is more likely is an evolution lying betHeen 
the two extremes, probably incorporating elements of each scenario. 

1. In one possible evolution the Chinese could move t~..rards a policy of 
more aggressive action. This could involve: 

a. increasing their support for insurgency movements in Asia 
and elsewhere; 

b. employing direct nuclear threats; 

c. employing the threat of conventional military action, 
particularly against Asian neighbors; 

d. launching military operations against the Offshore 
Islands and/or Tai\..ran, or against the Soviet Union. 

2. We believe however, that it is more likely-possi9~e that China's 
pol~cy ultimately migRt will moderate, given an international climate conducive 
to ~oderation. Domestic-economic pressures and the emergence of a more 
pragmatic leadership in Peking ,to cope with these pressures would contribute 
to such an evolution. This could involve: 

a. seeking improved relations with the U.S. and/or Japan, 
in part as a ~ounter-balance to Soviet pressures; 

. . 
b. 

_./ . 
reducing their concrete support for revolutionary 

movements; 

c. seeking increased contact with the nations of Asia and 
membership in international organizations; 

d. developing an interest in measures to control the nuclear 
arms race. 

\ . 



A question can legitimately be posed as to whether or not it is in 
U.S. interests for Peking to become more engaged in the international scene. 
If Peking should choose to pursue a more pragmatic and moderate foreign 
policy, pressures by the nations of Asia for accommodating Peking and for 
accepting the PRC into international organizations would build rapid.ly. 
Peking's emergence from its self-imposed isolation would thus pose new 

·challenges for U.S. policy in Asia and would probably result in certain 
short-term losses to ourselves and our allies. Over the long term, however, 
evolution of Peking's policies toward moderation would offer the prospect 
of increased stability in East Asia. !n-~esp~~ing-to-~e-~er~te-poli.~ies
by-Pekin~,-~he-~n4te~-£t~tes-wou~~not-wish-to-g4ve-~n-fmpressien-o£-infle~i
e4±4ty-an~-~end-e~e6it-te-Fek!ng~s-~at4~aJe-ie~-eent4n~e~-hesti±4ty-tewa~€a 
the-Yn4tee-£tates7--Bti~,-at-the-s~me-t±me,-~e-V~fted-States-w~±d-wfsh-te
e~e~ei.se--ea~e,-espe-ei.~l:l:y-dt~rin-g--t:he-~em.~intie-r-ef-the-Hso--re-gime.,-lest:
Fek4~g-inte~~fet-aetiens-in-fes~en9e-te-a-se£t:ef-PR€-±fne-as-a-peliey
~ee!sien-te-wit:hdfaw-ffem-the-afea-ef-te-pefmit-€hffiese-infl~enee-to 
pTe~~i~-in-the-pe~iphe~~l-~~~nt~±es. 

Reeegni·d.ng-th-at-the-FR€-:i:s-t~n~fke~y-t:e-fevei'ee-:i:-t:s-eemlf!itmeR-ts--te 

i.~ee:l:o~ie~l-e~p~nsi~n-e~~ep~-pe~h~p~-~e~-~-~ery-long-h~ti~,-b~t-that-pest 
behev:i:e'f'-~tibges-t:s-e-.Yea~is-t:te-~ppreeiet4en-ef--rea:lpe:Htik,-a-peliey-±yfng 

between-t:he-twe-e~-tfemes,-b~t-st4~l-~fffefent-f£em-~-£esent-pe±4ey,-seeffi9~a
p±eusible-~iternative.--As-is-t-rtie-e£-the-ethe-r-~:l-tei."ne-tf¥es,-mtleh,-ef-eeti-rse, 

will--depend-en-~he-n~ttit<e-~f-~-¥ietneff!-.sett±e~Jen-t-'flf!d-whethe-t:-i-ts-terms-p-revitle 

·-g-£eet:ef-e-£-less-eeeti-£4-ty-fe-£-t:he-'i-es-t-ef-ma4n±and-Se~the-as-t--Asf-a-..--A5stirRfn-g 

thet-~-Vie-tnem-sett~emen-t-is-net-eempJe-te±y-elee.Yeut-fn--th4s-.Ye~af~.,-ene

p~s±b~e-~eeH~inetion,~-n~rd-~inefseft-~ine-peli.ey-ff!i~ht-inve!ve~ 

----67--ine-reasfn~-Sti~~&¥-t-fe~-fnsti.Ygeney-mevements-fn-As!e--an~ 

else'l'l'here-; 

b-..--sus-tafnfn-g--a-eenventf~naJ-ffi±lft:a~-pes-t~i."e--th-at--th.Yea-tens
~sien-nei~nb~st 

e.--seekfn-g-seffiewh-at-fm~£e¥ee-£~atiens-wi-th-the-Y-..S-..-an~-Japan, 
./in-p~-t:t-~-e-~etinterbe!enee-t~Sevie-t-p-ress~i."est 

E7--ee¥e!epfng-en-in-t~est-fn-ffieas~£es--te-een-ti'el-t;he-ntielea£ 
afl!IS-feee7 

~nlfke-the-~R€..!s-pfeseR-t-p*±ey,-whieh-~ejeets-a.:l:l-Y7S-..-e¥e-£t·lH'esT--th:fs
thfTe-altefnatfve-weuie-pose-seme-~4fffeti±t-ef±effiffiaS7--Shetild-the-Y7S-..--£es~ene 

to-whc!ttever-openings-to;.the-West-~-re-f~rth~~min~-et-~-tfflle-when--the-€hfnese
€emmun±s~s-s~s~£±n-~hei~-~-t:ess~e-~n-£~ee-~4en-neighbefs~--Failti-£e--te-fee~en~ 
~eti±e-be-b£ea-Elly-pef~£aye~-ab-reae;--and--ameng-ea¥ee-atea-ef--a-sef~et-~~na-pe!iey 
~t-heme;-as-~vitienei.n~-~-i~~k-of-s:i:neerity.--It-eeu!~-~~se-pessib~y-eeny-the
~~s~-~e-±evere~e-~n-evoltit!en-ef-~he-PR€-te~a~es-medefe-tien--thet-~fmi-ted 
een-taets-a~e-hepe-El-t:e--a-ehieve'T--€en-t±ntied-.Y-.S-.-miJ.4.~a-ty-assis-t-afH~e-t;e-Setitl'leas-t 
Asi~-migh~-be-me~e-urgen~iy--require~-than-eve~-be£e~e,-btlt-we~i€-be-pleyed-tlp~ 

\ . 
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by-hustffe-fcrces-as-±nccnsistent-wfth-the-PR€~s-poi±t±cai-overtnres--and 
the-PR6-might-se±ze-on-sneh-a±d-as-an-excnse-to-c~ose-whatever-doors~±t-had
Beemfng~y-e~ened,--en-the-ethe~-hand;-fe£itt~e-to-een~fntte-to-sn~~e~t-ether 
~±an-nat±ons-aga±nst-a-backdrop-o£-a-softer-PR€-i±ne-toward-the-B~s~-conid
~ause-some-nations-to-reassess-the±r-ai±gnment,-and-conid-create-ser±ons 
~reb1e"s-shonid-the-PR€-again-fe¥efse-its-line.--~fs-d£iea~s-stlggeses-
.that-the-degree-to-wh±eh-the-B;5;-is-pre~ared-to-no~maif~e-reiat±ons-wfth 
the-PR€-eannot-be-dfssoeiated-£rom-PekfngLs-behavior-and-poi£efes; 

Since it does not lie within the United States" pm-1er to prevent Peking from 
breaking out of its isolation, the issue posed for the U.S. is whether this 
evolution will tak~lace in spite of U.S. resistance or whether the U.S. 
will be seen as willing to accept and live with Peking's entry into the 
international comntunity and do what it can to take advantage of the change. 
U.S. failure to adjust its policies to accord wit:l the changed environment 
would strengthen the impression of U.S. inflexibility and lend credit to 
Peking's rationale for continued hostility towards the U.S. 

The GRC and Taiwan 

The Taiwan issue, including U.S. support for the GRC, is a primary 
obstacle to an improvement in US/PTIC relations. Peking seeks not only 
the removal of the U.S. military presence from the Strait area and Tah,an, 
but also U.S. acceptance of its claim that Taiwan is an internal matter. 
Tahran has occupied an important position in U.S. strategic planning. We 
are committed by treaty, ho;vever, only to the defense of Taiwan and the 
Pescadores. While U.S. policies over the years have created certain constraints 
on our actions, the U.s. has made no commitments to the GRC that TrJould require 
its consent to a change in our relations with the PRC. The GRC's insistence 
that it is the legal government of all of China of which it claims Taiwan is a 
part lies at the heart of the mainlander-dominated political structure on 
Taiwan. The Tah11anese population o-f the island is resentful of mainlander 
domination and-~nsyrnpathetic-~oward-the-€h~neee-€omm~ni~te,-hopin~ 
undoubtedly prefers the GRC to the PRC. They probably hope that Taiwan 
will remain separate from the mainland and looking primarily to the U.S. 
to maintain this separation. Siven-an-ei~her-o~-eheiee,-however,~the 
~afwanese-woti±d-e±ea~iy.-ept-fe~-the-SR€, While Chiang-Kai-Shek is in control, 
the GRC will adhere firmly to i.ts claim to be the only rightful government 
of China. It may, however, tacitly accommodate to U.S. policies and actions 
which take into account the fact of Peking's control over the mainland and 
to a limited extent :it has already done so.:_"B:I:reerly-by-aeeeptin-g-the-Wat<smr 
ta±ks,-the-~e-t:n~n-ef-shipw~eeked-ffsheflllen-to-the-PR€-,-ete; 

. .,.,__.,.. ... 
Relationship of North Vietnam an~ North Korea to Chinese Interests 

Although North Vietnam and North Korea pursue largely independent 
policies, sometimes in conflict with those of the PRC, Peking has a major 
national security interest in their continued existence and would almost 
certainly intervene militarily if the communist regime of either country 
were seriously threatened. 

' . 
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Japan and the Soviet Union 

The bi-polar situation that characterized Asia in the past is shifting 
toward a four-sided relationship among the U.S., the Soviet Union, Japan and 
Communist China. The Soviet Union has become with the U.S. one of Peking's 
two principal antagonists, and Japan's economic strength and growing sense 

.of nationalism will likely lead it toward an increasingly significant 
political role in Asia. Although under present circumstances there is little 
likelihood that Peking will alter its. rigid and defiant stance vis-a-vis the 
U.S., the USSR, and Japan, a future Chinese leadership may seek,- through 
the manipulation of its relations with these three states, to achieve 
limited rapprochement with one or more of them. 

The possible impact of current Sino-Soviet tensions on U.S. policy 
tO\,rard the Soviet U·.lion and China will be dis cussed in detail in NSSl1 63. 

A±theHgh-eay-ehaage-fa-Sfae-~.s.-ef~ateraJ-~e~at4eas-weHle-ine¥ftaely 
ha¥e-en-4:P.lpaet-ea-the-S ev:i:et-t!a4~a.!s--f"e-lat-iefls-wftll-beth-tlie-11-rS,.-aflti
€hina~-the~e-e~e-d4:££e~fng-views-eenee~n:i:ag-Hese~.!s-p~ebab~e-£espeflse. 
:Fhe-BESR-IRight-eeve-te-metie~ete-l:hS ... -Se•;fe-t:-Aestf±ity-te-eeHfl-te.realanee-aay
iffip~evereent-in-S:i:ne-8evfe~-T"e±a~4:~ast-~ea~e£se-ly,-Meseew-migh~-.reaet-ey 
8SS~~in~-e.-m~eh-m~~e-eeneil~et~~-e~tit~de-tewe~d-~he-~n~teti-Stetes-and 

seek-in-~his-fashiefl-te-de~e£-a-Siae-B~s7-£e±a~4eRsAi~-whieh-it-~e£eei~es

-te-be-de~i:imeR~a~-.ee-4ts-:i:Rterest:s;--eT-:i:t-m!ght-sii:mYlt:aaeeYS-!y-meve-ia 

be~h-df~eet-iefts~ 

±fl-the-fxeSefl-t:-e4i:eBmstanees-e~-se~i~Bs--t:ens~eA-aleHg-~Re-SiH~-ge¥~e-t: 

be~rle~1-a-Sev~et--iflfe~eRee-tha~-the-U~s,-fs-eHe~ge-t:iea±±y-seekiflg-e-tie-t:eate 
with-the-PR€-m±tht-ieed-~e-sa-~ne~eased-Sev~et-d!s~~tl9t-ef-a,s,-eetives

enti-a-£eEI~eed-w:i:l!ingaese--t:e-eeepe~a-t:e-'Wft:h--t:ae-Y..-S..---Wi-t:h-t:he-e~zeeptien 

e£-pe£ieds-~f-ae~~e-6ifte-Sevie-t-~easieR7-hewe~ex,-Seviet-Teae-t:iea-eanRe-t: 
be-entieipated-w±th-any-s~~ety1-and-the-Hnited-States-wi-ll-have-!nade~~ate
besis-fex-p£etiiee-t:iRg-a-eheiee-ef-Ghina-pe±iey-ep-t:ieas-ea~any-e~~eeteti 
oe~ie~-~eaetien,--We-sfieti.,ld-ee-a~Je--t:e-adep~--iH4~fatf¥es-t:owai:e-ee-t:h

pe~ties-whi-le-sveiding-~he-sppea~e.nee-ef-~sing-s~efi-meestiT"€9-~e-pxeSS~T"e 

~-~theTWise-inf~~eHee-the-thi£6-pa-f"~Y• 

U.S. Policy as a Factor Influencing PRC and Third Country Attitudes 
. . . 

Besp:i:-te-the-Tes~~aifliag-iafltieRee-ef-U ... S.-mf±i-t:a£y-pewe~~ the United 
States ability to· influence the attitude and policies of present Chinese 
leaders le~de~s-is probably very limited, aside from the restraining 
influence of U.S. military ·pmver. Future. Chinese leaders' perspectives 
may be altered, h01vevei, by considerations of domes tic political control, by 
the need for economic development and by China's relations with third countries. 
U.S. actions to alter what Peking perceives as the U.S. "threat" could contribute 
to this. The impact which U.S. actions toward Peking have on third countries 
depends upon the geographic proximity of each state to China. Any improvement 
in Sino-U.S. relations will eventually produce pressures in most countries 
on China's periphery for greater accormnodation with Peking. This need not 
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7 be hostile to U.S. interests in the long run if it allows for continuing 

U.S. political and economic relations with these countries even though at 
a reduced level of intimacy than previously. 

UN Considerations 

The question of China's representation in the United Nations is 
inseparable from the claims of both the PRC and the GRC to be the government 
of all of China and derives its importance largely as a reflection of support 
for those claims. Although a substantial number of ill'i members feel that it 
is a serious defect in the UN system for nearly one quarter of the world's 
population not to have a direct spokesman in the UN, there is also widespread 
umdllingness to deny membership to the GRC. Bo:h the PRC and the GRC, however, 
strongly oppose any tt·lo-Chinas arrangements; and under present circumstances 
support in the General Assembly is inadequate for adoption of ttvo-Chinas 
proposals because of opposition by member states concerned with their 
bilateral relations with Peking or Taipei, 

The margin of support for our present position in the General Assembly 
and Security Council is narrow and could be jeopardized by developments 
outside the UN, such as increased diplomatic recognition of the PRC. 

; 
( 
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III US INTERESTS A1~ OBJECTIVES RELATING TO CHINA 

~{--t:he-eR±y-p~es~ee~-fe~-fti~t:l~e-PR~-p€±4€y-we~e-fe~-e-~aRge-±R-~fie-64~ee-t:4~ 
~-g~eate~-mi±itaHeyT-tAe-efie4ee-~-epti&Hs-fe~-Y7S7-peJ4ey-w~±6-ee-eeage~ 
flfld-b~eek.--~e-key-eeRside~e~ieflS-mf~h~-be-~hefl,-fle~-whe~he~1-e-meje~-6ifl~ 
.YS-eenf±fe-t:-ffii~ht-~ake-p±e€e;-h~-the-B~£.-sheti±6-best-p~epe~e-te-meet-stieh
a-eha±±eRgeT-aRe-we-might-e¥eR-eensi€e~-whe~he~-~-R~-the~e-was-me~4£-£e 
~~eemptiRg-e-~fflese-e~teek.--ett~-ebjeeti~es-tifide~-stieh-ei~etims~eRees-eHd 
~het-ef-et:I-F-e·Hies.,-eRd-eR-4s-e-le~4Rg-~he-PR~.,-e~--e-n--dee46fRg-iR-.eti-veRee--t:e 
~eet~ee-e~-ab~egate-~~s~-e~atmefl.ts-ane-fR~e±~emeRt-fR-a~eas-ia-whi~-a 
4fTee-t:-6fRe-B.S.-eeflf±iet-m4ght-eeet~~. 

l'f there were no conceivable prospect for a change in the attitudes 
of the leaders of the PRC and the policies they are currently follm·1ing 
except in the direction of greater militancy, the choice of options for 
U.S. policy \vould be meager and bleak. The key considerations might be '\oJhen, 
not whether, a major Sino-U.S. conflict might take place, hmv the u.s. should 
best prepare to meet such a challenge, and whether or not consideration 
should be given to preempting a Chinese attack. Our objectives under 
such circumstances would focus either on strengthening our ovn military 
posture and that of our allies, and on isolating the PRC to the extent 
possible, or on deciding in advance to reduce or abrosate U.S. commitments 
and involvement in all areas in l·lhich a direct Sino-U.S. conflict might occur. 

There·is little reason to believe, ha.~ever, that -e-s-t:e~e this present 
level of conflict and antagonism wi 11 endure indefinitely. U.S. long-range 
objectives and interests can, therefore, plausibly be set in more flexible 
terms and in the direction of the e-veftttie~ achievement of an improved 
and more relaxed relationship with the PRC. These can be summarized as: 

; 
.f 

a. To deter aggression in East Asia and avoid a direct 
U.S.-PRC armed confrontation or conflict, including the outbreak 
of hostilities in the Taiwan Strait area, while pursuing the 
objectives belm~·. 

b. To w-ei:k--te prevent -BR alli a nee be tween a mainland 
governmen~ and any other major ~tate directed against the 
U.s. or other friendly __ state. 

c. To maintain a balance of influence in East Asia which 
preserves the independence of the states of the area and enables 
them to maintain fri~ndly political and economic relations with 

·other countries, including the U.S. · ..... 

d. To obtain Chinese acceptance of such a system of 
independent states and,-~ft-t~mey Peking's cooperation with 
other Asian countries in areas of common economic and 
social activity and interest. 

SECRET 
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e. To achieve a relaxation of tensions between the 
U.S. and the PRC, including participation of the PRC in 
discussions on measures for arms control and disarmament, 
and the normalization of U.S. political and economic 
relations ~ith the PRC.* 

f. To achieve a resolution of the future status of Taiwan 
without the use of force and, if possible, consistent with the 
desires of beth-the-m~inlende~~-~nd-~~fw~nese-on-~~iw~n~* 
the people of Taiwan.** 

g. To maintain access to Taiwan to the extent necessary for 
our strategy ln meeting our defense commitment to the GRC and, 
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as needed, our strategic requirements elsewhere, or alternatively, 
to maintain access to Taiwan to the extent necessary for our strategy 
in meeting our defense commitment to the GRC.*** 

h. ~s~~ing-So long as Taiwan remains separate from the mainland, 
to encourage continued growth of its economy and an increasing 
contribution to regional economic development. 

* For discussion of major alternative policies and problems for the U.S. 
in improving relations with Peking, see Tab F, Diplomatic Contacts and 
Relations with the PRC. 

** The relationship between mainlanders and Taiwanese on Taitvan and the 
complex problem that this presents in relation to other U.S. objectives 
makes it desirable at the present time to avoid choosing definitively hm11 
best to achieve this objective; by the ultimate EOlitical unification of 
Taitvan and the mainland; the establishment in some way of an independent 
Taiwan state; or the indefinite continuation of the present situation. 
For a discussion of major alternative policies and problems in this 
re,ga.rd, see Tab C, The GRC and Taiwan. 

** : !fhe-eBHtp1e:H::it:y-:anti-in-te-£-£e{-a-E4Bnship-bet:weeR--tfi4s-p-Feblem-fHid-ef:fie-F-Y"TS. 
~bjeetives-meke-it-~esi~~b~e-fit-the-pi:esent-time-eo-tiveid-ehoesin~-definitively 
hew-bes-t--te-eehieve-this-ebjeetive1-by--the-H±tim-a-te-pe±itfee±-Hnifie-atien-ef 
!f-aiw-an--ana-the-main±andi-the-establisfimeRt-iR-seme-way-ef-aR-indepeneefit 
~-aiwtin-st~te1-e~-the-indefinite-eentin~etien-ef-the-present-sitH-atienT--Fei: 

~-tiise~sien-ef-ffl6je~-e~tei:neti¥e-pe±fe4es-end-~xcb±ems-in-thfs--£egexd, 
eee-!f-ab-~,-~he-GRG-and~!f-aiw-aR"T 

***For discussion of major alternative policies and problems for the 
U.S. in resolving the Taiwan question, see Tab D. Taiwan as a U.S. 
Military Base. 

' 



IV ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES 

A. Present Strategy 

Present strategy has assumed that there is at present only a very 
·limited military threat from China. It also has assumed that, in the 
short run, U.S. efforts to reduce Chinese hostility toward the U.S. 
or tm-1ard those of its neighbors that are closely aligned with the 
U.S. will achieve extremely limited results. 
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In the longer run, it hypothesizes a China that could be militarily 
more dangerous to the U.S. but with new leaders who could shift the emphasis 
of Chinese policy in a number of different ways, including to diminished 
hostility tm-1ard the U.S., and that the U.S. posture may over time be a 
factor in influencing such change. 

The strategy has therefore included two elements: deterrence of 
any possible direct Chinese threat across its borders or to the U.S., and 
limited efforts to suggest to the Chinese the desirability of changing their 
policies in the direction of a more tolerant viet-7 of other states and of 
the present world political sys tern. Partly because of other policy consider
ations, the first element has been given some1vhat greater stress than the 
second. 

Under our present strategy the U.S. has continued to recognize the 
Government of the Repub lie of China as the legal government of Cnina and 
to support it in the international community. Hmvever, in bilateral 
relations, the U.S. has dealt with the PRC as the government controlling 
the mainland and with the GRC only concerning the territory over which it 
has actual control. 

We have a commitment to the GRC to assist in the defense of Taiwan and 
the Pescadores, but w~ have indicated to both the GRC and the PRC that 
we oppose the use of force in the Taiwan Strait area by either side. We 
haVE/ sought to maintain access to military bases in Taiwan both for use 
inrmeeting U.S. commitments elsewhere in Asia and for general war 
contingencies.· ~ 

We have maintained a virtually total embargo on all trade and other 
financial transactions with Peking and resisted efforts by other countries 
to liberalize strategic co~trols. 

~ 
·We have tried to avoid a direct U.S.-PRC military confrontation or 

conflict while supporting defensive military and counterinsurgency efforts 
of independent nations on China's periphery. 

We have sought to reduce tension, promote reconciliation with the PRC, 
and encourage greater Chinese contact with the outside world and with the 
U.S., through (i) public statements, (ii) relaxation of controls on travel 
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and cultural exchanges, and specific offers for greater U.S.-PRC contact, 
(iii) our ambassadorial conversations in Warsa,v, and (iv) avoidance of 
provocative military actions. We have not extended this policy to embrace 
UN membership. 

The questions n01v posed are these: Is such a policy adequate to deal 
.with the long-term problem of Communist China? If not, what are the 
alternatives? 

There are two major variants to our present strategy by which U.S. 
objectives might be pursued under present circumstances. Both assume that 
current Chinese policies can be changed but take different approaches ta..;rard 
how U.S. policy c~n contribute to an acceleration of the change. Neither 
alternative completely excludes aspects of the other but each is set forth 
in a sharply differentiated form in order to clc..rlfy the differences. It 
is assumed that a third alternative, total U.s, withdrawal from involvement 
in the Asian area \olhere U.S. and Chinese interests itr.pinge on one another, 
would not further the U.S. objectives described in Section IV above. 

B. Intensified Deterrence and Isolation 

This strategy would be based on calculations that (1) a-f!e&i:-Hae 
~eade~sh~p-w~ii-be-mest-~n±ike~y-te-a!tef-its~·~elieies--in-a-reannef-tha~ 

wetiid-~e6~ee-the-een€±iee-between-the-u~s~-end-Ghinese-e&jeetives-~aaer 

the-st~afH-ef-~e~eatee-~e±~ey-~ai±~res-ana-e~-gteW~Rg-~~HS~~a~ieR-eve~ 

€h~ne~s-iseie~fen•~•Bnd-ehe~ (1) the strain of repeated policy failures 
and of grmving frustration over China's isolation would cause a post-Hao 
leadership to reassess China's role in international affairs and alter 
its policies in a manner that would reduce the conflict between the 
U.S. and Chinese objectives, and that (2) U.S. efforts to improve relations 
with Peking have not succeeded in leading China to perceive a need to moderate 
her policies. To limit Peking's success in pursuit of present policies 
and strengthen the credibility of the U.S. commitment to its Asian allies, 
the U.S. could increase its military and economic support of Asian countries 
to demonstrate that insurgencies supported and encouraged by Peking will 
fail; strengthen U.S. offensive and defensive capability to demonstrate 
to· Peking that its dev~loptr.ent of advanced weapons will not affect U.S. 
deterrent capability, and stri~e to convince Peking that it cannot gain 
acceptance into _the international community on its present terms. :rftis
eetl~se~ef-ee~ien-wetl±d-ne~-~~ee±~de-the-H~s~-f~effi-Seffie-e£-~he-meves

e~gges~e6-tnH'lei:-GT-eelewT--toe-sigR4..fy-e~-F-wi:l±iRgaess·-te-lla>,te-tlle-l2RC 

· eeeep-t:-f~s-~leee-fn--the-in-te~Htl-tiena-l-eeP.uftHRi4:y. 

------9pponents of this approach argue that ·present deterrent capability 
against China is sufficient and that further attempts to isolate Peking 
may well increase the present dangers which Peking poses. According to 
this view, there is no prospect that China's present fonn of government 
will be changed by force, and it is impossible effectively to isolate 
a nation as large as China. 

SEC REi 
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c. Reduction of PRC's Isolation and Points of U.S.-PRC Conflict 

This strategy would be based on a calculation that (1) a relaxation 
of ex~ernal pressures will be most likely to cause a post-Hao leadership 
to reassess U.S. attitudes and intentions toward China and Chiua's role 
in international affairs and that (2) present U.S, policy has given too 

.much weight to deterrence and not enough to steps designed to open up 
for Peking the possibility of and benefits from greater cooperative 
involvement in the ~~orld. To encourage this reassessment, the U.S. while 
maintaining its defense commitments and continuing to deter any possible 
overt Chinese attack against U.S. allies in Asia, could gradually · · 
de-emphasize the military.aSpect of our containment of the PRC, unilaterally 
reduce or eliminate economic· and political measures designed to isolate 
Peking, and acquiesce in the PRC's fuller participation in the international 
community. 

Opponents of this approach argue that unilateral U.S. ·gestures without 
demanding corresponding conciliatory steps by Peking win· be taken. as an 
indication that the PRC's present militant approach has been successful and 
would add to existing frictions with our Asian allies. It is furthe.r argued 
that, since there is small likelihood of an early change in Peking's attitudes, 
China's greater involvement in the world community would simply disrupt 
present efforts trn~ard international cooperation and complicate U.S. relations 
with third countries. 

r· 

( 
I 
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V POLICY APPROACHES IN PURSUIT OF THE 

ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES 

There is a wide range of actions that could be taken relating 

13 

to China in the Asian strategic environment under each of the alternative 
·strategies in Part IV and differing, with some exceptions, from those we 
are currently following. Tirn-~~ct~-:tlr""""t:1m"-p1J~,-~ 

and- economic::- ar e as '""C!Tl::" -rr:hrst"rati:ve-cnn:t consider e d -u:r -,;-hrri"fy'""tire" d if fe t en ces , 
in--t-he-:H.o-~i:b-l:e--~;--b-e-t-we-en--t-he--t:we--s-t;:-&t~i-e-9-;--i-t-:...is--un-J:..i*e-J:y--t-hat 

t-hese-~~-\-roU-ld--be--t-frken. -eiTl-l:ee-t-~ly-. Key ·ill us t rat i ve steps in the 
political, military and economic areas are consid~zed below to clarify the 
qifferences, in their possible impact, between the tl.JO strategies. Deter
mination of specific military steps in particular would have to be considered 
in the context of broader U.S. strategic interests in Asia.* It is assumed 
that we would also take actions in the psychological field in support of 
these strategies. 

A. Intensified Deterrence and Isolation 

1. Political. Return to an explicit endorsement of the GRC's claim 
to be the only legitimate government of China, renew our efforts to maintain 
international support for the GRC on that basis, and more actively attempt 
to dissuade other governments from recognizing Peking. 

Refiain from any initiative to renew or expand diplomatic contacts 
and conversations with Peking and, in the event the Chinese request such 
talks, key the U.S. response to a clear indication of change in Peking's 
position. 

}fake emphatically clear that the U.S. objects to any form of UN 
membership for the PRC until it changes its policies, holding to this 
position as long as possible and accepting defeat rather than adopting 
a position which risks GRC withdrawal. 

i 

. '2. Military. Maintain strong forces in South Vietnam and Korea after 
the end of the.Vietnam·war; retain bases or base rights in Japan, Okinawa, 
the Philippines and Thailand; and seek a formal agreement with the GRC 
to permit the development of permanent U.S. bases on Taiwan.. Make clear 
to the PRC that the U.S. will assist in the defense of the Offshore ~~l~nds • 

. . -:k,-~ .. 

Consider extending U.S. treaty commitments to 
and S~ngapore. ...-/-· 

. ·~'! 
include Malaysia .. 

J 
., 

.. ., · .... 
Increase the forward deployment of strategic and tactical nuclear

capable forces and base facilities from which to operate such forces. 

* For each illustrative step, there may be several alternatives, representing 
different degrees of movement from present policy. These are considered 
in the Annexes. 
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3. Economic. Exert stronger pressure on our allies to restrict 
trade with China, particularly in items which contribute to Peking's 
industrial development. 

Advantages 

a. This political policy 

Eliminates any PRC expectation that the US would weaken 
its commitment to support the GRC. 

Forces third countries to balance th.:ir relations with 
the U.S. against the desirability of closer ties with 
Peking. 

Minimizes the basis for GRC criticism of the U.S. if 
and when Peking is ultimately admitted to the UN at 
the expense of Taipei. 

Continues to avoid, for .as long as possible, the adverse 
effects that PRC membership would have on the functioning 
of the UN. 

Avoids the image of U.S. weakness in appearing to pursue 
the Chinese despite repeated rebuffs. 

b. This military policy 

Emphasizes to the U.S. allies and to the PRC that 
PRC aggression will be met with force. 

Places U.S. forces in the best posture to intervene 
in insurgent situations or to meet overt attack. 

Provides ·maximum base flexibility if one or more of 
; the existing bases are denied to the U.S. 

c. This economic' policy 
' 

Might make more· difficult Peking's future acquisition 
of foreign technology and credit that could help its 
military capability. 

/ 

Intensifies~internal pressures within China produced 
by policy differences over resource allocation and 
over the rate of economic growth. 

-
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Disadvantages 

a. This political policy 

Is subject to the limitation that some other governments 
are reluctant to be associated, even indirectly, with 

15 

a hostile policy of increased 11 isolation11 of Peking, and 
thus would discourage some governments from cooperating 
with the U.S. effort to maintain international recognition 
of the GRC. 

Strengthens Tahranese impatience and discontent with their 
limited political role, increasing chances for political 
instability in a crisis situation. 

!€-~fie-re±iey-~akes-en-an-al±~stiek,-ne-earre~-f±aver; 
J:eaves-initiat3:ve-all-in-Ghinese-haRas,.-fet=ees-the-tlT8 ... 
te-take-a-~ass3:ve-~waiting~-pesition-in-the-a4~leffia~ie
aFenaT 

Leaves initiative all in Chinese hand~, forces the U.S. 
to take a passive "waiting11 position in the diplomatic 
arena. 

!f-Fekfng-pTepeses-flev.-ta±ks-with-tfie-H.S.-but-¥-ftfietit 
ee£ie~s-intent7-eeffiestie-ane-internat4enal-presstire-en 
UTST~te-be-~res~ensfve~=te-a-s~~pesea-new-Gh4nese-~eone4±iate~y~
~est~~e-weti±~-~ese-~£ee±effiST 

If Peking takes a "soft line" for tactical purposes, domestic 
and international pres~ure on'the U.S~ to take some major 
ne\-' move to be "responsive" to a supposed ne\-7 Chinese 
"conciliatory" posture would pose l?_roblems. 

Strengthens domestic and foreign criticism of continued 
U.S. "isolation" of Peking. 

Je·opardizes support for the GRC in th~ General Assembly 
by those countries favoring the admission of the PRC but 
opposing the GRC's expulsion. 

b. This military policy 
_./'-

Is not required by the current PRC military threat. 

Leads to highest dollar outflow of any alternative. 

\ 
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Encourages Asian allies to leave their defense to the U.S. 
rather than develop their o~~ defensive capabilities. 

Risks U.S. military involvement in situations the U.S. might 
otherwise choose to avoid. 

Deepens cleavages between U.S. allies and non-allies. 

Involves high potential political costs in terms of frictions 
over base problems with allies. 

16 

Increases the vulnerability of U.S. forces to surprise attack. 

Limits U.S. flexibility in determining policy towards 
Tai\..1an as a consequence of our e~p±ieit-st!ppe~t-e£-the 

. ·_. ,:,,.·~ GR€~s-e:l:e:t:ms-an6-the-eleef'-lh·5-;-ee'f.'.mft:ment:-te-eentB:i:H-.. .);._~ 

· ·· · : the-PR€-en-aH-frents":' 
·increased dependence upon Tah1an in military operations 
and strategic planning. 

c. This economic policy 

Is certain to be strongly resisted or ignored by U.S. 
allies and, if the U.S. attempts to apply sanctions to 
halt trade with China, increases political tensions 
between the U.S. and these countries. 

Is unlikely to have significant impact on trade with 
the PRC. 

B. Reduction of PRC's Isolation and Points of US-PRC Conflict 

The following initiatives represent a series of steps designed to reduce 
points of conflict be.t'Ween our two governments, and would also serve to open 
options for those moderate elements which may emerge in a post-Hao PRC leader
ship. 

This approach is divided into short- and long-term steps. It is assumed 
that Peking is unlikely in the short term to respond to any U.S. gestures. 
On such a basis, major changes in present policy entail risks and some sure 
costs in the pursuit of highly uncertain prospects for improvement in relations. 
There are, hovTever, certain relatively minor and lo,v-risk adjustments of 
policy in the politicaJ: military and economic fields which would have the 
effect of signalling to the Chinese and others that the U.S. seeks an improve
ment in relations. The short-term policy changes suggested below have side 
benefits in terms of reducing points of friction with American businessmen 
and travellers, and with our European and other allies; these side benefits 
would probably ju$tify these changes even without regard to their role in 
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a strategy toward China. The principal purpose, however, would be to 
initiate changes now, when China poses only a limited threat, in an effort 
to set in motion an improvement over the long term, when China 1 s pm,,er could 
make her a greater potential danger. 

The long-term proposals below involve relatively larger dislocations 
and greater costs, and would have to be examined on a case-by-case basis 

'in the context of broad U.S. interests in the Asian area and elsewhere at 
the specific time their consideration was proposed. The nature of the 
settlement in Vietnara \dll influence the responses of the PRC to a number 
of the actions suggested below as well as influencing the attitudes of 
other Asian countries. Any changes in security relations, e.g. base 
arrangements with other countries such as Japan ~nd the Philippines, will 
also have to be considered as elements of our overall strategic posture 
in the region. 

As-~ndieeeed-Be-ehe-otttset,-the-eourse-of-events-~n-Vietnaffl-will-have 

signifieene-effeet-on-all-ef-Asie•--epportunities-as-well-es-eenst~aints
mey-fe±lew-from-develorments-the~e-thet-weuld··influenee-the-~es~eases-ef 
the-PR6-eo-~he-eetion~-suggested-below-es-~e!l-es-ehe-eet±tudes-of-ether

Asien-eotlntries.--Seeuriey-¥e!etiens,-e.g~,-base-e~~engemenes,-in-otbe~ 

eotlnt~ies-sueh-es-Japen-end-the-Fhil±ppines,-will-else-bave-regien-wide 
impaet. 

1. Political 

Short Term 

End all passport restrictions on travel by Americans to mainland 
China as soon as possible. 

Offer to increase the frequency of talks with the Chinese in order 
to probe any PRC interest in developing new approaches for dealing \-lith 
outstanding issues. 

1 Cease all public and private references opposing PRC admission to 
trye 1\r~ and only oppose any arrangements that would deprive the GRC of 
continued repr~sentati'cin. (See Annex G) , . 

Empfiesi~e-in-pue!ie-s~etereenes,-ns-we-have-en-eeeas4en,-that-we
regeTd-tfie-GR€-es-e~eTeising-etttfie~ity-enly-ever-~he-te¥ritery-4~-new-eentro±s 

efle-thet-we-rege~d-tbe-FRG-es-e~ere±sing-eutherity-over-the-reein±and~ . . 
. . 

Indicate publicly that we regard· the GRC as exercising authority 
only 'over the territory it nmv controls and that we regard the PRC as. 
exercising authority over the mainland. 

Long Term 

Attempt to open up new points of diplomatic contact including 
ad hoc working level official or unofficial missions to Peking for special 
purposes. 

-SECRH 
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Indicate publicly that the U.S. is prepared to recognize the PRC 
as exercising authority over the China mainland and seek to normalize political 
relations between our two governments on that basis, while insisting that 

. h h f " Ch' " II t settlement of the Taiwan quest~on -- w et er or one ~na or a separa e 
Taiwan" -- must be by peaceful means, and, pending such a settlement, 
maintaining our diplomatic relations with the government on Taiwan and our 
commitment to the defense of Taiwan and the Pescadores. 

2. Military 

Short Term 

Avoid conventional overhead reconnaissance over the Chinese 
mainland and reduce to absolute minimum U.S. naval and air activity in 
close proximity to Chinese territory. 

Maintain our present policy with respect to U.S. participation in 
the defense of the Offshore Islands of Quemoy and Hatsu, but clarify our 
intentions by cautioning the GRC privately that the U.S. is less likely 
than in 1958 either to provide material and logistic assistance or to 
intervene directly in the defense of the islands. (See-dise~ss!eR-Bt 
ARRe:!!-E-}. 

Long Term 

Reduce the U.S. military presence on Taiwan following the end 
of hostilities in Vietnam, including the phase-out of currently-utilized 
GRC facilities, to a level limited to requirements to meet our defense 
commitment to the GRC; lu"JD/OR propose to the PRC the complete withdraHal 
of the U.S. military presence from Taiwan and the Strait area, cot.tingent 
upon PRC willingness to agree to a mutual renunciation of force in the 
Strait area, while maintaining our 'defense commitment to Taiwan and the 
Pescadores but retaining only a small liaison group on Tah.mn. 

As-seen-es-the-Setlthease-Asia-sittleeien-~erm!~s,-~effieve-B~s~-fo~ee~ 
i~em-mefa±and-oetltheese-Asie7-~e6tlee-bese-se~tlet~re7-ene-feetls-en-e£fehe~e 
e~~~id-Feeifie-deeerfenee-peSttl~e • .. . . 

Seek to minimize direct U.S. military involvement in SEA and 
focus on offshore or mid-Pacific deterrence posture. 

3, Economic 

Short Term 

Reduce en-e-~hesed-bes!s-Y.S7 scope of U.S. financial controls 
and restrictions on exports to China to the levels of present U.S. trade 
and transaction controls applicable to the Soviet Union, immediately 
sterting-with-~emeval-ef-B.s, removing (a) U.S. trade and financial 
controls applicable to bunkering, to U.S. subsidiaries in third countries, 
and to tourist purchases of Chinese products, and then-mevfng-te-~emeva! 
ef-trede (b) export controls on selected non-strategic products. 

SECRET 
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Long Term 

Rednce-controfs-on-non-strateg±c-U75~-exports-to-€hina-to-the-€6€6M 
~eYe!, Assuming that export controls on US trade with the Soviet Union 
are reduced to the COC0~1 level, reduce barriers to non-strategic trade 
with China to this level, thus embargoing only those commodities that the 
Chinese are unable to procure from our European and Japanese allies. 

Advantages and Disadvantages 

The advantage and disadvantages below are identified in their 
relationships to the short- and long-term political, military, and economic 
initiatives. The advantages and disadvantages listed as short-term would 
also carry into the> long term, in varying degrees. 

( 
( 

Advantages 

a. Political 

Removes a restriction that has no practical effect in 
deterring travel and that poses a nettlesome domestic 
public relations problem. 

Can be implemented by the State Department's administrative 
.decision, insofar as travel is concerned. 

~~ings travel policy more in line with our position of 
encouraging informal contacts. 

Can be justified on grounds of conforming travel policy 
to the realities imposed by court decisions. 

Strengthens the impression, by demonstrated interested in 
increased official contacts, of US interest in discussing 
differences with the PRC. 

Makes 'more cred,ible, .by signifying a US willingness to have 
the PRC play a responsible role in the international community 
·as long as the GRC's position on Taiwain is protected, our 
policy of support of the GRC and our expressions of readiness 
to deal wi~h Peking in realistic terms. - . Provide's a more persuasive basis for our diplomatic effort to 
oppose expulsion of the GRC from the United Nations. 

This Political Policy, in its long-term aspects; 

Confirms to Peking that the US does not intend to challenge 
Peking's jurisdiction over the mainland. 

\ . 
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If the PRC accepts special missions to Peking, provides an 
additional opportunity to meet with PRC officials and to 
probe informally Chinese attitudes t0\-7ard the US. 
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Haintains the possibility for an independent Tai,>'an without 
foreclosing the alternative of unification with the mainland. 

Increases pressure on and within the GRG to accommodate, both 
in domestic and international polici~s, to the practical reali~ies 
of its position. 

b. Military 

This military policy in its short-term aspects; 

Reduces the image of US encircelment and tight containment of 
the PRC, with possible gradual relaxation of seige mentality 
in Peking. 

By officially advising the GRC in advance of possible limitations 
on our willingness to assist in the defense of the Offshores, 
reduces the chance of a GRC e~-PR8 miscalculation in the event 
of a crisis. 

This military policy in its long-term aspects; 

Emphasizes that the present US force buildup on Taiwan has 
been related to the Viet-Nam Har and does not signify US 
hostility toward the PRC. 

Might provice the basi~ (through an offer to withdraw the US 
military presence on Tah•an) for the PRC' s agreeing to set 
aside the Tah•an issue as an obstacle to an improvement in 
US-PRC relations. 

( ' Reduces possible points of accidential conflict between the US 
and the PRC and increases the degree of selectivity for the US 
in' military involvement in East Asia,__e.g., with reduced forward 
military presence, the US would be less likely to become 
autom~tically co~~itted to armed conflict and would have more 
leeway in determining the nature and objective of a military 
clash. 

-----~ Reduces friction bet\~Yeen US forces and citizens of host nations from 
which bases have been removed. 

c. Economic 

This economic policy in its short-term aspects; 

' 
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Can be accomplished by administrative action alone. 

Poses no problems for United States security, does not 
significantly increase Peking's ability to obtain commodities, 
and might enable Americans to compete with European and Japanese 
interests for the Chinese market. 

Removes a specific "anti-Chinese" aspect of US policy and 
represents a unilateral US move which would be widely recognized 
as symbolizing heightened US interest in increased contacts and 
a reduction in tensions \-Tith the PRC. 

Eliminates the irritant that extraterritorial aspects of our 
present trade controls represent in our relations with allied 
countries, particularly those, like Canada, l-lhere US investment 
is heav-y. 

In liberalizing restrictions on tourist purchases abroad, ·• 
eliminates or substantially reduces an irritant to American 
travellers and simplifies a cumbersome and expensive administrative 
procedure. 

Disadvantages 

( 
( 

a. Political 

This political policy in its short-term aspects; 

Has an adverse impact on the GRC's international position, while 
not representing a conciliatory gesture to Peking, which would 
view it as an effort to make permanent Taiwan's separation from 
the mainland. ~ 

This politic~l policy in its long-term aspects; 

Given Peking's opposition to the US presence in Tahmn, might 
not be sufficient, since it provides for only a partial reduction 
of· US support for the GRC, to contribute to a Sino-US detente. 

Might indicate to some Peking leaders that the US is under 
increasing domestic and foreign pressure to make concessions 
(including military and economic) and might cause the PRC 
to harden ij;s·· determination not to· change its present policies. 

By clearly indicating a US conclusion that the GRC no longer has 
a viable possibility of reasserting control over all China, 
challenges the central rationale for the present political 
structure on Taiwan and undermines its position internationally; 
results in weakening the authority of the GRC on Taiwan and 
gives rise to a degree of political instability which might be 
susceptible to Peking's exploitation. 

\ ' 
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Shakes the confidence of certain other Asian governments in 
the finnness of US support for them. 

b. Military 

This military policy, in its short-tenn aspects: 

Leaves the basic policy problem relating to Quemoy and Matsu 
unresolved since the GRC would not significantly reduce its 
forces, much less abandon the islands, and might increase its 
commitment of supplies and forces to the islands .• 

Could :i.nvite PRC moves against the off-shores. 
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Reduces the availability of intelligence on PRC military 
construction and development with degradation of US preparedness.to 

·.· conduct operations against mainland China, and reduces the 
warning time of possible Chinese preparedness for aggression. 

R~sks-a-PRG-misj~~gmea~-e~-~Re-YS-~eselve-and-PRG

p~ee~p!te~~eR-ef-e-efis!s. 

Seve~ely-shakes-GRG-e~Rf~denee-~R-~Ae-US-defense-ee?.Eitrnen~ 
w~tfi-pess~e±e-eavefse-effeets-en-~eiwas1s-~ernest4e-pel4t4ee± 
s-t:eei±itr-.. 

This military policy, in its long-term aspects: 

Increases the time. required for US forces to react to 
overt or covert PRC aggression. 

Reduces the credibility to some allies of US commitment. 

Risks a PRC misjudgment of the US resolve and PRC 
precipitation of a crisis. 

Severely shakes GRC confidence in the US defense commitment 
with possible adverse effects on Taiwan's domestic political 
stability. 

Denies Taiwan bases to the US for use as part of our regional 
nuclear deterrent and in meeting strategic requirements else.,.1here. ---- . . 
~he-~~eb±e~s-ef-FR€-m~sjudgffieRt-ead-GRG-eeRf~~enee-wea±d,-ef 

eeH~se;-eY.ist-eve~-~he-±eHg-te~m,-es-we±l-es-in-~fie-sfie~t-~ex~. 

c. Economic 

This economic policy, in its short-term aspects: 

\ .. 
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Does not necessarily lead to Sino-US trade or to increased economic 
contacts. 

if it leads to trade, enables the PRC to earn badly needed 
foreign exchange. 

Represents, in GRC eyes, a change in US China policy, which it 
would oppose. 

If interpreted as a major US conciliatory gesture toward Peking, 
might weaken support by some other countries for the US position 
on Chinese representation in the UN and for controls on strategic 
goods~ 

SECRET. 
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TALKING PAPER FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (I SA) AND THE CHAIRHAN, 
JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF (NSC MEETING OF 14 AUGUST 1969) 

SUBJECT: NSSM 14- US China Policy (U) 

PREFACE: Dr. Kissinger's memorandum (AGENDA) states that the revised 
NSSM 14 will be provided for background use.in connection with the 
discussion on Communist China which, it is assumed, will follow the 
briefing by the Director of Central Intelligence. 

It is our understanding from the White House Staff that: 

NSSM 14 will not be scheduled for a future formal review 
by the NSC since the President has recently initiated a 
limited relaxation of United States travei and trade policy 
with Communist China (TAB B); and, 

the remainder of NSSM 14 will be used as a study paper since 
it will not present issues for decision by the President. 

Under these unusual circumstances, the remainder of this paper deals 
primarily with NSSM 14, but the "Recommendations" include proposed 
general comments to be made during the discussion. 

ISSUES: The main issues, as presented in draft response to NSSM 14 
(TAB A), are: 

Should the US maintain its present strategy toward Communist 
China or take either a harder or softer line? 

What strategy of military deterrence should the US adopt in 
East Asia? 

- To what extent should the US support the international position 
of the GRC (Nationalist China)? 

- What level of US military presence on Taiwan should the US seek? 

Should the US retain its"current~ flexible position regarding 
its response in event of a Chinese Communist attack on the 
offshore islands? 

What degree of diplomatic contact and relations with Peking 
should the US maintain? 

What policy should the US adopt on Chinese representation in 
the UN? 

- What policy should the US adopt toward trade with Communist 
China? 

r 



BACKGROUND: NSSM 14 ~BACKUP) directed that the NSC Interdepartmental 
Group for East Asia (IG/EA) prepare a study of the US objectives, interests, 
and polfcies toward Chin~. The IG/EA com~leted its study on 30 April. 
However, on 17 June the NSC Staff made a revision of the summary (but 
not annexes) and requested comments. The Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(ISA), with Joint Staff concurrence, on 23 June recommended to Dr. 
Kissinger that repres~ntatives of the NSC Staff, Bureau of East Asian 
Affairs (DepState), and Defense meet to work out an acceptable summary 
in order to avoid returning it for IG/EA consideration. On 11 August, 
we received a revised text of the summary (Tab A, which includes original 
IG/EA annexes). Since we were not afforded the opportunity to coordinate, 
we have retyped the summary in line-in and line-out format (Tab C) to 
indicate clearly the latest NSC Staff changes made to the DOD-proposed 
text of the summary. 

DISCUSSION: 

General 

The draft response to NSSM 14 is summarized in its first 22 pages; 
see "Overall Strategy11 below. Whi 1 e that summary sets forth 
the principal options in regard to the first issue of overall 

'strategy, interweaving elements of the other seven issues, 
these latter are not discussed in detail except in the annexes. 
Of the eight issues, there is no real basis for DOD to make a 
recommendation on 11 ~/hat degree of diplomatic contact andre
lations with Peking should the US maintain? 11 The other seven 
issues are discussed below. 

The summary consistently reflects the judgment that prasmatic 
actions on Peking 1 s part are synonymous with moderation in 
basic policy. US policy should not make such an assumption 
since a pragmatic response could be aggressive (and, hence, 
even more dangerous). 

The results of other NSSM 1 s {e.g., NSSM 63) may affect the 
premises of NSSH 14. 

Overall Strategy 

On pages 9 thru 11, present 
alternatives are presented: 
isolation; or a softer line 
and isolation. 

strategy and the follm"'ing two 
intensified deterrence and 

of reduced points of conflict 

On pages 12 thru 22, policy approaches in pursuit of the 
alternative strategies are discussed. 
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From the argument as presented in the summary, there is in
sufficient evidence of basic changes in US-China relations to 
warrant as fundamental a shift in US strategy as is repre
sented by either alternative. The paper properly points out 
on page 16 that long-term proposals would have to be examined 
in the context of broad US interests in the Asian area and 
also that any changes in security relations, such as base 
arr<:lngements with Japan, will also have to be considered as 
elements of US overall strategic posture. 

Hodes of Military Deterrence- Annex B of Tab A outlines present policy 
and the following three alternatives: 

Close-in containment; 

Deterrence from an offshore island posture; and, 

Deterrence from bases in the mid~west Pacific. 

The paper properly points out that it is unlikely that any of the three 
strategies can be adopted in its pure form, but that consideration of the 
arguments presented can facilitate decision on the general approach to be 
taken in order to deter Chinese Communist aggression by military means. 

The close-in containmentalternative is ct.p·ently prcr·---..J 
from a defense standpoint, but we do not favor an extension 
of US treaty commitments to ~1alaysia or Singapore. Once the 
Vietnam crisis subsides, an ess~ntially off-shore military 
posture might be acceptable. 

International Position of.the GRC- Annex C presents current policy to 
continue present support and the following four alternatives: 

Strengthen support of the GRC; 

Partial disengagement from support of the GRC; 

Encourage a political settlement between Taiwan and Peking; and,· 

Support for an independent Taiwan. 

Disadvantages of the last three alternatives have military implications 
which we should seek to avoid, at least in the immediate future. There
fore, DOD supports the current policy. 

Taivtan as a Military Base- Annex D presents current policy and the 
following four alternatives: 

Seek formal agreement to develop permanent US bases; 
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Increase use of bases on the present joint-use basis; 

Reduce US military presence on Taiwan; and, 

Completely withdraw the US military from Taiwan and the 
Taiwan Strait area, 

DOD prefers Increased use of bases on the preserit joint-use basis. 

Offshore Islands -Annex E contains a presentation of our current flexible 
policy of retaining the options either to assist the GRC in event of 
attack on the offshore islands or to refrain from doing so •. The follow
ing four alternatives are also presented: 

Announce publicly in advance of a crisis that we will assist 
"the GRC; 

Maintain present policy but caution GRC privately that US is 
less likely than in 1958 to provide assistance; 

Inform the GRC privately that we will not assist; and, 

Announce publicly that we will not assist. 

The draft records the JCS belief that the paper overstates the risks of 
the current policy and understates the value of the offshore islands. 
The JCS belief is also recorded that either of the last two alternatives 
could lead to a successful Chinese Communist attack on the offshore islands, 
encouraging them to adventures elsewhere and thereby increasing the risk 
of US-Peking co~flict. 

DOD supports present policy. 

Chinese Representation in UN -Annex G contains a presentation of our 
present policy to oppose strongly all efforts to substitute Peking for 
Taiwan in the UN. The fo.llowing four alternatives are also presented: 

Strengthen our opposition to Peking in the UN; 

Continue present policy until strong UN trend requires acqui
escence to a two-China policy; 

Same as above but acquiesce in proposal with Peking rather than 
GRC as logical contender for Security Council seat; and, 

Same as above but acquiesce in Peking 1 s taking GRC seat in 
Security Council as well as the General Assembly with some 
provisions for GRC in the latter. 
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Based on. the views set forth under "International Position of the GRC," 
above, and unless and until new factors evolve, DOD supports the present 
po 1 icy. 

Trade with Communist China- Annex F presents our present policy of 
extensive restrictions. The following two alternatives are also pre
sented: 

Gradual removal of restrictions in trade including third 
country controls; and, 

Remove all controls but those on strategic goods. 

DOD reserves its position on this issue but in future considerations will 
wish to make certain that any trade expansion and reduction of controls 
will not adversely affect US security. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

If there is any discussion on NSSM 14, it may be noted: 

That it is assumed that United States policy tO\oJard Communist 
China remains unchanged, with the exception of the decisions 
conc~rning mainland travel of US citizens and 1 imited purchases 
of goods of mainland Chinese origin; 

That there is need to coordinate the text of the summary if the 
paper is to be endorsed either as an·Nsc policy paper or as an 
NSC reference paper; and, 

That the positions as set forth under "Discussion'' should be 
supported. 

Approved by 
ASSiStant Secretary of Defense, ISA 

Approved by 
'~rector, Joint Staff 
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
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Subject: Chinese Nuclear Capability (U) 
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6. (U) The Joint Chiefs of Staff reoommend that a memorandum, 
substantially the •~e as that contained in the Appendix, be 
forwarded to the President. 

For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: 

SIGHED 

EARLE G. WHEELER 
Chairman -

Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Attachments 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON. D. C . .2030\ 

1 4 MAY 1969 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs 

On May 2, 1969, you asked for plans which outlined ways to 
destroy the Red Chinese nuclear capability. The attached memorandum, 
prepared by the Joint Staff, outlines two options: (a) using nuclear 
weJpons, and (b) using conventronal weapons. 

I \'Jould call your attention particularly to General Wheeler's 
admonition, viz: 

These aspects 
paper. 11 
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